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NOTICE

TO READERS .

The succeeding parts of the Divine Illumination, &c. , will present

the remainder of the existing fragments of Jewish literature — the

origin , nature and object of Christianity, and the Christian scrip

tures in their true light, and will be published from time to time,

as soon as they are communicated and completed.

PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION ,

A second edition of the following Divine Revelations to the human

race, communicated from the spirit spheres , viz. :

Chapters 1 and 2. —Man's Nature, Position, and Destiny.

Chapter 3. - Our Infinite, Eternal Father, God. — Man's Derived

Power.-- Defined Responsibility . - Gradual Progress in the Know

ledge of Truth.-- Of Divine Revelations .And the Formation of
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Spiritual Truth.–Of Divine Revelations .—Of God.-Of Good

And Evil.
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PART I.,

DIVINE ILLUMINATION ť

COMMUNICATED FROM THE SPIRIT SPHERES.

MORAL AND SPIRITUAL SCIENCES DISCRIMINATED.

THE SCIENCE OF DIVINE INSPIRATION - OF DIVINE REVELATION , AND THE DIS.

TINCTION BETWEEN THE DIVINE INSPIRATION OF THE SUBJECTS OF SCRIPTURES

OR WRITINGS, AND THE SUBSEQUENT MERE MECHANICAL RECORD OF THEIR CON.

TENTS DISPLAYED .

THE MIND -DWARFING IDOLATRY OF BOOK AND SCRIPTURE WORSHIP EXPOSED .

THE CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF DISBELIEVING SPIRITUAL SCIENCE , AND

THE HUMAN SPIRITS' IMMORTALITY ILLUSTRATED .

THE BIBLE DISSOLVED

AND ITS VALUE DEFINED .

THE JEWISH SCRIPTURES - THE LITERARY COMPILATIONS, BOOKS AND MISSION

OF MOSES ANALYZED . THE TEN COMMANDMENTS CORRECTLY TRANSLATED AND

IXPLAINED ; WITH OTHER ADDITIONAL DIVINE REVELATIONS TO THE HUMAN RACE .

LONDON :

G. J. HOLYOAKE & CO., 147 , FLEET STREET ; E. TRUELOVE , 240,

STRAND ; W. GODDARD, 14, GREAT PORTLAND STREET;

AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.



HUMAN IMMORTALITY.

The positive proof of man's personal immortality rests upon the

following eternal traths and principles.

1. The Divine organic physical laws of GOD originate, form and

develop the bodily organization of man .

2. The bodily organization harmoniously exercised, cultivated, and

trained , co -operates with all other physical and spiritual influences, to

form the mould for, and to develop the immortal spirit upon corres

ponding principles of formation , which fit it for eternal progression,

perpetual enjoyment, immortal vigor and youth in the spirit spheres.

3. Each immortal human spirit is thus adapted and designed to be

sufficiently developed in distinct structure, character, and nature, to

constitute its eternal personality.

The progressive physical development of the bodily organization

gives to the immortal spirit a distinct inalterable form , and a rudi

mental knowledge of all the immutable truths and principles, which

will be eternally moving towards maturity and higher perfection in the

spirit spheres.

Man is thus grander and greater in his immortal self-hood than all

the physical systems in the universe,



MORAL AND SPIRITUAL SCIENCES,

TO THE
CLERGY OF ALL DENOMINATIONS, THE PROFESSORS AND

STUDENTS OF DIVINITY , TO ALL MEN.

THE ignorant mind -dwarfing idolatry-- the passive unthinking letter

and word worship of the scripturists, who are too generally callous

about and opposed to the progress of the sciences on the one hand,

and the onesidedness , and presumption of free thinkers who deny,

that, the jewish- or any other writings or scriptures contain the records

of Divine revelations communicated from the spirit spheres to men in

the physical form upon the earth , on the other , render it necessary,

that the real character, the true significancy, and the absolute value

of these jewish scriptures, would now be clearly pointed out, and care

fully discriminated ; and, this must be accomplished by the candid

investigation of the following questions:

1. Do not the scripturians' contradictory creeds -- their bible -wor

ship — their blind unthinking zeal -- their false claims for the Divine in

spiration of every letter, word , and sentence of the existing fragments, of

the jewish scriptures, subject these ancient writings, to much undeserved

contempt, and cause many intelligent persons to become sceptical, and

to reject them , and spiritual science altogether ?

2. Do not the sceptical free thinkers , retard the progress , and in

terrupt the harmonious march, of the moral and spiritual sciences, by

their total rejection of the whole of the jewish scriptures, and by their

denying, that, any portion of them form the record and the history, of

Divine inspiration , and of Divine revelations, communicated from the

spirit spheres, to men in the physical form upon the earth ?

3. What are the jewish scriptures -- the ancient jewish writings ?

4. What is the bible composed of P
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5. What are the intellectual, moral, and spiritual character, signi

ficancy, and value of the jewish scriptures ?

6. How much Divine inspiration do the books of Moses claim for

themselves ?

7. What is the distinction between the Divine inspiration of the

subjects of Moses' writing, and the words which record that inspiration ?

8. Does not the word the bible, simply mean book ?

9. Does not the word scriptures, simply mean writings ?

10. Does not Divine inspiration simply mean , the knowledge breathed

upon the immortal human spirits ?

11. Does not Divine revelation signify the communication of the

knowledge of moral and spiritual truths from the spirit spheres to men

in the physical form upon the earth ?

12. How much of the contents of the books of Moses form the

accurate record of Divine inspiration — the history of Divine revelation

communicated from the spirit spheres ?

13. Do not the literary compilations (Genesis,) and works of Moses

abound with composite contradictory narratives, of more ancient tradi

tions, suppositional theories, and moral allegories, the accounts of hor

rible wars and cruelties, social histories, biographies, and the imperfect

altered records of Divine revelations communicated from the spirit

spheres, which display an undeveloped condition of the human mind

much exaggeration -- high colouring, and the dislocation of the facts re

lated , of the truths represented ?

14. Is it not highly necessary, to carefully discriminate, between

the narratives, of ancient traditions, theories, allegories, and of wars and

cruelties, and the record of moral and spiritual precepts ? -between the

histories of fictions and of facts, and the records of Divine rules of action ?

15. Have not the literary compilations and the books of Moses com

posing the pentateuch, been frequently altered, enlarged, changed, and

diminished, by the insertions, comments, additions, and abridgements

of subsequent editors and copyists. ?

16. Are not the clear well defined doubts of sceptics, waiting to give

way before sufficient adequate evidence, the most formidable and fearful

foes that dogmatists have to contend with ?

17. Do not the universal human mind require and demand a higher
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and deeper knowledge of the physical, intellectual, moral, and spiritual

nature of humanity, than the colleges, clergy, creeds and churches of the

age possess or can furnish ?

18. What can be more Divine, than the human mind-the immortal

human spirit — the image and offspring of GOD upon the earth , and

the intellectual, moral and spiritual realities, relations and truths which

compose the infinite universe ?

19. Do not the general ignorance, and prejudices of all the clergy, of all

denominations, of all the professors of divinity, and of all the teachers

of theology, prevent them , from properly appropriating, and usefully ap

plying the time set apart weekly for the cultivation , training and develop

ment of humanity for the duties and enjoyments of time and eternity ?

20. Is not the time worse than perished for ever, that is consumed

and expended in torturing the harmonies of universal truths - in conjur

ing up meaningless abstractions - in frowning upon the progress of

science - in misrepresenting the unchangeable character of GOD, and

the progressive capabilities of His son man - in enforcing and pro

mulgating false views and absurd conclusions ?

21. Do not the false views, and the pernicious teaching of the clergy,

the professors, and teachers of a fictitious supernatural divinity, poison

and bewilder the general mind, and divide the human race in every

civilized country, into conflicting opposing sects, and furious truth -hat

ing and knowledge-retarding factions ?

22. Are not all the Divine, physical, intellectual, moral and spiritual

truths in the universe in perfect harmony ?

23. Will not the proclamation, and the universal diffusion of thepure

unmixed knowledge of truth ,promote brotherlylove, interest and unite all

mankind, into associations of perfect, powerful prosperous fellowship ?

24. Who can and who will, enlighten and convert the clergy, the

professors, and the teachers of a false theology, and the sceptics, and

atheists, which they have so abundantly manufactured, by their false

teaching - by their blasphemous misrepresentation of the unchangeable

character and goodness of GOD, and of the progressive capabilities of

His son man ?

25. And by whom , and how, will all these solemn questions, be ade

quately answered ?

a
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Thevoluntary truth -loving, unutterable aspirations of immortal human

spirits, to know - what are the best physical, intellectual, moral, and

spiritual means, circumstancesand arrangements, for cultivating, training

and developing the progressive capabilities of the human race — for the

duties and enjoyments of time and eternity -- will every where and

when - all over the earth - originate conditions, and excite attractive

influences, which will induce, and draw towards them, all those kindred

and congenial spirits in every spirit sphere, who will come in harmony

with, and in obedience to the unchangeable spirit laws , and answer all

these and similar questions,-and converse with , impress upon , and

communicate to, their brethren in union with their physical forms upon

the earth—the power and the knowledge necessary to invigorate the

universal human mind ; and thatwill enable these lovers of truth and of

their race - these receivers of Divine knowledge- to dissipate all kinds

and degrees of superstition and idolatry from the earth ; and introduce

and organize physical, social, intellectual, moral and spiritual arrange

ments and institutions among mankind, which will be all in harmony

with the immutable eternal truths and laws of the universe — with the

everlasting progression and welfare of the immortal human spirit - and

with the unchangeable power, wisdom and goodness of GOD.



MORAL AND SPIRITUAL SCIENCES, DIVINE REVELA

TIONS, INSPIRATION, THE JEWISH SCRIPTURES, THE

PENTATEUCH , THE BOOKS, WORKS AND MISSION OF

MOSES, SPIRIT COMMUNICATIONS AND SACRIFICIAL

OFFERINGS.

THROUGH WILLIAM ELLERY CHANNING, ADAM CLARKE, THOMAS

CHALMERS, JOHN MILTON , NICHOLAS COPERNICUS, GALLILEI GAL

LILEO, AND ANDREW COMBE .

TO THE HUMAN RACE.

PART I.

MORAL and spiritual sciences have now be the first grand point to settle.

not kept pace in the march of pro- The Jewish and Christian Seriptures

gressive improvement, with that of are not simple compositions, but very

other departments of attainable know- complex compilations of varied and

ledge. Physical and intellectual separate compositions, produced in

sciences have found many able dis- different ages -- various in valuem

coverers, propounders, and advocates different and distinct in character,

among mankind; but moral and object, and importance theaccumu

spiritual sciences have made very lation of many ages. And clear

slow progressamong the human race thorough descriptions and definitions,

upon the earth . Divine inspiration , ofwhat Divine revelation, inspiration ,

or spirit communication , is not yet spirit communication, and the Jewish

generally understood by mankind, and Christian Scriptures really are ,

and consequently it is merely pas- constitute the greatest moral and

sively believed in , and fails to beget spiritual requirements of mankind.

a thoughtful discrimination, calou- Moral and spiritual sciences cannot

lated to originate and regulate active be sufficiently advanced, until man .

conduct - moral and spiritual duty.' kind aquire clear, comprehensive, in

Mankind do not comprehend what telligent conceptions, of what Divino

the early Jewish Scriptures really are, inspiration, and the Jewish and Chris

nor how they should be read and in- tian Scriptures really are. The Jew

terpreted, though they are idolized ish and Christian Scriptures contain

by many. The most careful examina- professedly the moral and spiritual

tion of a number of particulars is sciences of vast multitudes of man .

required , in order to ascertain the kind ; but what are these Scriptures ?

actual truths revealed in those spirit How are they to be read, interpreted,

communications, scattered among and applied , as the moral and spiri.

masses of other matters contained in tual sciences ofmankind ? Let every

the Jewish Scriptures. To ascertain friend of truth and of humanity, re

what these truths really are, must | verently raise the reverberating inter
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rogations - What is Divine revelation ? | and character - nor in their applica

What is inspiration ? What really are tion as rules of conduct and duty.

the Jewish and Christian Scriptures ? The view is very prevalent among

These important interrogations can- multitudes of mankind in the most

not now be answered by a few vague civilized parts of the earth , thatevery

formal phrases, such as “ The Scrip- single word of the Jewish and Chris

tures are the oracles of GOD, they are tian Scriptures - Writings — was writ

His Divine revelation to mankind." ten and recorded by the immediate din

The inevitable result of this book. rection of a Divineirresistible energy

worship of this idolizing of Scrip - by the inspiration of a Divine, in

tures, on the one hand, is unmerited telligent, guiding power. But who

contempt for them on the other . A can demonstrate that such inspiration

primary object of the present commu- —such an irresistible guiding power

nication to the human race, is to was required, in order to produceand

throw the brilliant light of the know- compose the greater portion of these

ledge of truth , around these solemn Scriptures ? The subject matter and

and important subjects — to enable the moral and spiritual qualities, of

the sincere lovers oftruth to discover much of these Scriptures, utterly re

the harmony of truth in all ages, and pudiate and defy even the bare sup

to discriminate between the true position , of such a Divine guidance

meaning and moral claims of these being required or given in their

ancient Scriptures, and the false original composition or in their sub

mind-confusing views taken of them sequent transcriptions. The authors

by the book -worshipers. never assert, or claim any such

It is of the greatest importance to Divine assistance_any such Divine

mankind, to be aided, to form clear inspiration, as having guided them

comprehensive conceptions, of what in the composition of these Scriptures ;

is Divine revelation, or inspiration. and to claim and beg it on their behalf

There are many well meaning, but and for them , is an attempt to estaba

injudicious, credulous individuals lish a falsehood , which exposes these

upon the earth, who are through blind ancient Scriptures to unmerited ob

adoration, and false zeal, opposed to jection and undeserved contempt.

intelligent inquiry — who with a view The false estimate , and the blind

to do supposed honor and homage adoration of these Scriptures, have

to theJewish and Christian Scriptures, originated and maintained the most

adopt and entertain such perplexing absurd superstitions — the most stub

conceptions and views of their Divine born resistance to the progress of the

origin or inspiration,as absolutely and knowledge of truth, and produced

practically weaken and damage, in and perpetuated confusion of mind,

stead of strengthening and recom- division ofopinion , and the most dire

mending their moral and spiritual ful and perfidious consequences, to

claims; as sources of instruction and those of mankind subject to the in

authority. This is the inevitable re- fluence of this Scripture worship.

sult of holding views plainly and Many portions of the Jewish Scrip

palpably opposed to all known truths tures are however, records of certain

of views inconsistent with the Di. Divine revelations of importantknow

vine unchangeable order of the uni- ledge, that is, communications from

verse - of views discordant with the the spirit spheres to men in the

simple facts ofthe matters referred to , physical state, breathing of GOD, or

andwhich claimand demandfor these GOD breathing - inspired - inspiring.

Scriptures, a kind and a degree of It is a simple obvious task ,in examin.

Divine origin and quality - neither ing these Scriptures, to distinguish

professed by their authors, nor mani. ( between the substance — the subject

fested in their meaning, structure matter of the revelation given - the
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communication made, and the histori. | the Divine inspiration in the matters

cal record which contains that reve. recorded, and in the men of whom the

lation. It must be evident to every record is given ;-but not in the lan

developed mind, that the Divine in guage which records it, nor in the

spiration belongs not to the record , act of recording or transcribing it.

but to the properly presented revealed The historical events and actions re

knowledge thatis, to the instruction corded in the Jewish Scriptures, are

recorded . These portionsof the Jew- evidently such as took place in the

ish Scriptures referred to, and which early human activity , in absence of

shall be afterwards pointed out, are inspired knowledge from the spirit

therefore merely records of Divine spheres ; and they demonstrate the

revelations- inspiration - spirit com . genuineness of the narrative, and

munication,and not Divinely inspired point toa period of human degrada
records. These portions of Scription and mental darkness - to a period .

ture record the inspiration of the when the physical desires, and the

subjects revealed, without being in animal passions of man , triumpheď
spired to record them . Mankind must over thehigherelements of his nature .

thus learn to discover the limits of The moral and spiritual portionsofthe

Divine inspiration in the composition Jewish Scriptures, containing the re

of these ancient Scriptures, and to vealed knowledge of sublimetruths

distinguish between the recorded in . Divine inspired instruction from the

piratio and the non-inspiration of spirit spheres to men upon the earth

the record . The Divine inspiration did not when published, suddenly

which the moral and spiritual por. change or improvethe physical, intel

tions of the Jewish Scriptures really lectual, moral, and spiritual condition
claim , and exhibit, is not the Divine or circumstances of mankind--did

inspiration of thewriters and recorders not overleap the gradual march of
of them ; but of some of the matters progressive improvement - through

written and recorded — the knowledge which succeeding generations were to

revealed from the spirit spheres. pass . The Divine inspiration of a

It is only where the knowledgeof few developed congenialmindsin the

truth - of duty - and of THE ONE physical state — to seeand comprehend

TRUE PERSONAL GOD , our Eter- more clearly and extensively moral
nal Universal Father, beams forth subjects, spiritual principles and re

in the record of these Scriptures, lations, and the knowledge of truths

that Divine inspiration is displayed and of duties, previously known but

and preserved. But still all such obscurely – did not greatly improve
records as these, constitute only the or illumine the rest of mankindall at

history of inspiration --- a history con- once. The men who were first in

taining the words and deeds of men spired , by their elder brethren in the

inspired by their elder brethren in spirit spheres, were necessarily the

thespirit spheres. Wherever in the first depositories of the Divine know

Jewish - in the Christian - or in any ledge, revealed not solely for their

other Scriptures ancient or modern own information , comfort, use , and

- the Divinely inspired message- advantage, but for the future univer
the spirit communication - contain . sal benefit of the human race . What

ing this spiritual principle — the moral ever can be readily discovered by the

precept of action --the required in ordinary exercise of man's mental

struction - the merited reproof - the faculties, has always been left to be
deserved commendation - the know . so discovered, and Divine inspiration

ledge of truth, of duty, of GOD-is -spirit communication - was only

recorded, there is the inspiration generally employed where and when

preserved , as claimed by the writers these mental faculties and powers ,

and recorders of these Scriptures ; — | were unequal to the task of accom.
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plishing the designed result. In the revelations -- andnew inspirations are

Divinely inspired compositions -- in absolutely required ;and therefore they
the communications from the spirit are revealed and communicated from

spheres in all ages - several distinct the spirit spheres, to all those who

characteristics may be easily discrimi. are competent to receive them .

nated - such as, the elevated choice of Those who cling to the standards of

the subjects the Divine impulse to the past, and who falsely consider,

speak , to write — the superior arrange that all the fields of the knowledge of

ment of the matter communicated- truth , and all the waysleading to them ,

and the glowing harmonious style of were exhausted and closed up in by

the language employed, to express the gone ages , are yet sufficiently incon .

knowledge of the truths presented sistent, to avail themselves of the

and revealed . To reveal knowledge, multifarious benefits of the new dis

or inspire it, is therefore the same, coveries, and continual progressmak

there is no distinction between ori - ing in the arts and sciences. The

ginal revelation and inspiration . spirit who loves the Divine knowledge

Whether it is affirmed that the of truth above all other things, is pos

knowledge was revealed or inspired, sessed of a knowing, and of a conquer

the meaningis absolutelythesame. ing power adequate to overcome,and

Those who wrote and recorded the remove every obstacle to the prospe

knowledge communicated from the rity and happiness of mankind. The

spirit spheres, recorded Divine inspi- fearless love ofthe Divine knowledge

ration,andassisted to publish inspired of truth , is the spontaneous normal

Scriptures. manifestation of the highest spiritual

The gross views, and false estimate principle of humanity. The love of

of theJewish and Christian Scriptures, the Divine knowledge of truth , which

which ascribe to the whole of them is flowed forward from age to age

Divine inspiration — that maintained from generation to generation - is

that they were infallible standards of now seeking and desiring to be more

all kinds of knowledge, and which and more manifested, by every free

consequently brought them into con active spirit, whois demanding infor

stant collision with the advancing mation higher and deeper, and more

intellectual,moral, and spiritual con- and more demonstrable, and real,

ceptions , of the men of more en- than the existing colleges, creeds,

lightened times, than those early ages churches, Scriptures, and booksupon

of their writers — with the progress of the earth can furnish - who is thirst

the physical sciences, which show ing for the complete comprehension

the unchangeable works and ways of ofall physical, intellectual,moral,and
GOD.---are fastfading away ; and are spiritual knowledge and sciences, in

as false,pernicioustheories, becoming order to remove the causes of ignor
obsolete. Everysucceeding agebrings ance, division, discord, poverty, crime,

with it the combined experience of disease, and suffering from the home

departed and retiring ages, and of man ; and which shall convert the

shows to the developed , what are the rudimental laws of his physical state ,
greatest wants ofmankind — what are into a proper courseof discipline , of

the greatest physical, intellectual, the internal man , for eternity - for

moral, and spiritual needs of huma- immortality for endless develop

nity. The Divineinspirationsof those ment- and for progress in usefulness

former ages have accomplished their and happiness. The extravagantmis
designed work, and are no longer re- chievous view — the pernicious enslav

quired or applicable to the needs of ing pretension , which exacted and re
presenthumanity. Ashumanity pro- quired the irrational belief — themind

gresses with the course of ages, new enerving admission , that the Jewish ,
conceptions - new discoveries - new or any other ancient Scriptures were

;

--
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verse,

all perfect, and infallibly correct, in true science of the progressive for.

their every allusion , to physical,intel . mation — the structure - the magni

lectual, moral, and spiritualknowledge tude- the motions, and relations of

and sciences that they were all the earth to other more important

comprehensive, accurate, and unim parts of the universe : which geo

peachable, in Historical, Geographi- logical and astronomical sciences are

cal, Astronomical, Anatomical,Physi- gradually developing on their march

ological, Chemical, Medical, and of progress . The scientific errors

Psychological knowledge and sciences which are found abundantly inter.

-have been successfully checked,and spersed throughout the Jewish

fatally wounded, by the steady pro- Scriptures, on all these subjects, un .

gress and development of all these connected with theDivinerevelations

important branches of the Divine which they record, and which were

knowledge of the truths of the uni- communicated from thespirit spheres,

And it is now as clear and are quite distinct from the inspired

plain as the shining light, to the knowledge which they contain , and

mentally developed, that even the few represent the contracted mental con

moral and spiritual portions of these dition of their ancient periods.
ancient Scriptures, though forming The existing fragments of Jewish

the record of certain Divine revela Scriptures that is, all the ancient

tions from the spirit spheres, are not Jewish writings and literature extant,

to be viewed as absolutelytrue and partake of a mixed character - chiefly

accurate in relation to every branch of ofa social, moral, and spiritual charac

knowledge and science . These moral ter. These peculiar characteristics of

and spiritual communications far in those existing fragments of ancient

advance of their age , left physical and Jewish literature, constitute their su

intellectual knowledge to be accu- . preme importance and authority to

rately ascertained during the pro- the formal Jew , and the cause of their

gress of mental development — to be surpassinginterestand value, to others

found out during the march of human who admire and worship them - ignor

discovery. And what can be more antly supposing that they are the infal

absurd and groundless, than to sup- lible oracles of GOD - the unchange,

pose, that because Mosesor any other able voice of His will, manifested

man, was Divinely inspired by his through inspiration to mankind. The

elder brethren in the spirit spheres time has arrived , however , when the

to communicate particular, social, Divine inspiration and theusefulness

moral, and spiritual information, to of those Jewish and other Scriptures,

his brethren in the physical state, he must be clearly defined and practically
was, therefore, also, infallibly com- tested ; and when mankind, freed

petent to deliver immutable instruc- from ignoranee, superstition , and

tion on every other subject in the uni- | book-worship, must take those ancient

verse ? Moses was Divinely inspired Scriptures for what they really are , and

by his elder brethren in the spirit not for what they never were, nor

spheres , to communicate the know- i will be — the mirror of physical, intel

ledge of certain important social, | lectual, moral, and spiritualknowledge

moral, and spiritual truths, to his to the human race. The ignorant ad

brethren upon the earth; buthe was vocates and worshipers of those im

not so inspired to compile and record perfect ancient records,-long re

the 'history of the floating views of sisted , themind -expanding — the spirit

the earth's formation , and of the in- elevating sciences of astronomy and

troduction and progress of the human geology — the development of which

race upon its surface, down to his -have opened up to mankind the

own physical lifetime; nor was he most stupendous and magnificent

inspired to know and understand the fields of thought- displaying the
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boundless extension, and the un . were believed to be fixed in a solid

changeable order of the universe- de. transparent canopy or dome con

monstrating that the succession of stantly moving round it. The lan

the day and night,—the harmonious guage of the Jewish Scriptures

changes and return of the seasons, abound in descriptions of apparent

are caused and produced by the com- truths, opposed to real truths; but

plete revolution of the globular earth these erroneous descriptions are re

in every twenty -four hours, and by its corded as merely human compositions,

regularly revolving round the sun in and not as Divine revelations commu.

every year - unfolding the original nicated from the spirit spheres . And

structure of the earth , the successive neither ancient Divine revelation ,

order and arrangement of its varied nor modern Divine science , is re

strata, and its progressive formations sponsible for these erroneous de

and improvements through countless scriptions; but Divine science has
ages, previous to the timewhen it be now opposed and disowned these and

came the physical residence of man . many similar errors ; and yet multi

The sublime sciences of astronomy tudes have been and are still, so fool.
and geology — of which the original ish and stubborn as to defend and

writers and readers of the Jewish worship them. But it formed no part

Scriptures-- were totally ignorant of the design of the early revelations

have opened up to the developed hu- from the spirit spheres, to communi

man spirits of latter times, unlimited cate the knowledge of astronomical

fields of varied views, and grand and geological truths. Moses was no

scenes of unboundedthought,—by the inspired teacher of the Divine know

ascertained distances, magnitudes, ledge of the physical sciences.

motions — the periods of revolution, The suppositional moraland spiri.

and the orbits which the planets de- tual sciences, termed religion — the

scribe, and the unchangeable laws by terror -striking superstitions which

which their movements are directed have been long preached by, and to

and regulated - all displaying the multitudes, as Divine truths — the

splendors of the universe -- and en college-manufactured creeds of the
abling the careful observer to trace renouncers of the Divine GOD .

back the time when the beautiful GIVEN POWERS OF THE HUMAN

globe the earth, was an unformed MIND ,—which are all founded upon

shapeless mass — when air, water, the remembrance of sounding words

solids, and fluids were blended in representing fictitious mental ab

elementary confusion ;—and the time stractions — which are based on the

before the mountains raised their remembrance of what was written ,

projecting summits, and before the altered,recorded , read, and re-record

valleys were depressed and hollowed ed, and said to have been acted thou

out. The original impulsive motion sands of years ago ,-shall now be

given to the earth from west to east, courageously and solemnly interro

is still unchangeably continued , and gated , tried, tested , and proved, in

distributes light and darkness, and order to ascertain whether they have

day and night in regular proportions, been promoting the welfare of the
over its surface. But in those early human race, or producing and per

times, when the Jewish Scriptures were petuating evils, wrongs, divisions,and

written, these sublime spirit-liberating discords amongmankind. These pre .

truths were unknown, and the globu- sumptuous, absurd, college-manufac

lar earth was supposed by its unde. tured creeds , and views, which falsely

veloped inhabitants, to be a large proclaim , that all Divine inspiration

plain flat expanse, standing at rest in -all communications from thespirit

the centre of the universe — while the spheres - ceased upwards of eighteen

sun , moon, and the other planets, ' hundred years ago thatmaintain that
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mankindmust ever restupon ,and per- graphies, poems, and floating tradi.

petually look to the past, for all tions of former times, relating to the

Divine revelation - for all moral and original formation of the earth, and

spiritual sciences,-shall now be si- to the production of vegetables and

lenced and overthrown, by the spiri. animals, and to the organization and

tual light flowing daily from the spirit progress of one of the human races,

spheres to developed minds in the phy and especially from the traditions of
sical state upon the earth in thepresent the patriarchs and fathers of the Jew.

age. Like theflow of time to eternity ish community. Moses, therefore,

is the mighty march of the living did not write thecontents of the BA

knowledge of truth poured forth in RASCHIT, which contains matters ,

vital streams from the spirit spheres, and relates to events and circum

_to produce perfect fellowship, 'to stances which took place thousands

improve and enlarge the attributes of of years before his time, from his

human nature, and to open up new own personal knowledge : nor was he

fields of contemplation for the im- Divinely inspired to reduce the mat

mortal human spirit. The dead, dim , ters contained in Genesis to writing ;

dogmas of groundless belief are, and he never claims any such Divine

therefore, gradually retiring into sul- guidance in the compilation of that

len oblivion . The mental phantoms book. He collected the matter com

of fictitious creeds , and the er neous posing the book of Genesis from other

views of the importance of ancient ancient writings, the oral traditions

Scriptures, are crumbling into ruins, and legends treasured up and preser .

at the touch of these glorious truths. ved by his forefathers, and contain

The Pentateuch , the recorded Scrip- ing their philosophical theories, their

tures or writings divided into five di- social, moral, and spiritual sciences.

visions, or the five - fifth parts of the The careful examiner will readily dis

law , as the term appropriately means, cover that the contents of the book of

and which includes the BARASCHIT Genesis, were compiled and combined

(Genesis,) the narrative of the begin- from more ancient compositions

ning which took place in a certain re- from the varied productions and con

mote period of the measureless eter- tradictory theories and views, of dis.

nity of the past of the progressive tinct persons of various earlier ages

formation of the earth - of the ori. and of different places . The arrang

ginal production of vegetables and ing ofsuch composite productions

animals -- of the organization and the combination of such detached

progress of one of the human races- sketches, accounts for evident con

the EXODUS, LEVITICUS, NUM- tradictions, and forthe many defective

BERS, and the DEUTERONOMY, repetitions ofthesame subjects which

were originally collected , compiled , abound in the beginning of the book.

recorded, written , journalized , and Thebook ofGenesistherefore contains

composed by Moses ; but they were and transmits tomankind, the written

afterwards, as their contents plainly and oral records of many ages far

demonstrate, frequently re -written, more ancient than itself. The five

altered , and extended, by repeated books composing the Pentateuch con.

comments, and various additions ; as tain the records of early events , of

the advancing circumstances, of the ancient views, philosophies, poems,

progressive events of the different histories, geneologies , biographies,

subsequent periods, and times sug- and communications from the spirit

gested ; and rendered necessary. Mo- spheres ; and abundant internal evi

ses collected, compiled, arranged, and dence that they were not produced by

re -wrote theBARĀSCHIT, (Genesis,) | Moses in their present altered form ,

from ancient documents, descriptions, and that many changes, additions, in

histories, geneological records, bio- sertions, and explanations have been
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subsequently from time to timemade at defiance, and to hinder the pro

upon them , and introduced into them ; gress of the spirit-liberating sciences,

and that therefore they have suffered ---take for granted, and for their false

from the ravages of time, and from foundation , that the defective records

the incompetency and interloptions in the book of Genesis teach the origin

of several subsequent copyists, and and descent of all mankind from two

from other disturbing and dislocating solitary persons, from one human

causes, must be plain and palpable to pair. The ancient records in the

the careful candid critic . The form book of Genesis, however, contain no

or system of these compositions is such inconsistent contracted views of

that of a promiscuous, confused, the subject, as the book-worshiping

miscellaneous journal, made up of manufacturers of creeds fasten upon

different particulars, as circumstances it ; buton the contrary, the records in

gave them origin and called them the book ofGenesisabsolutely assume

portion by portion, from timeto time. the real truth ,of the existence of other

There is no methodical classification tribes and raees of men , besides that

of matters - no systematic arrange of the family of Adam andEve. The

ment of the succession of events - no original organization or development

clear defined order of subjects, to re- of the human races is not absolutely

gulate the mental perception, to guide connected with any one given place,

the comprehension, and to aid and or spot of the globe ; but is to be

strengthen the memory. sought and found everywhere over

GOD-originated-organized -formed the surface of the earth adapted for

distinct -races-of-men -in -every -adapt- the purpose. Other families besides

ed-zone-of-the-earth . Man , the image that of Adam and Eve, were formed

of GOD, and the sovereign of the and developedi on other parts of the

earth , emerged from the womb of earth , prior to , cotemporaneous with ,

Divine vitality ---an organised em- and subsequent to their formation ---

bodiment of the all-animating spirit though the records in the book of

of the universe---the greatest living Genesis, collected and arranged by

beauty ---internally an immortal spirit Moses, only trace particularly the

---externally the manifestation of the lineage of Adam downwards, as the
spirit's reality . The sciences and se- forefather of the Abrahamic family ,

crets of the universe are compressed and ofthe Jewish community. Every

in his beautifully formed being ; and zone of the earth was originally fur

it will require endless progress, and nished with its own peculiar and pro..

eternal development to unfold them . per inhabitants. To deny, to doubt,

In the human organic constitution torture or twist this truth , is to limit

are concentrated the representative and question the power, the wisdom ,

atoms of the elements and essences of the goodness, of our Infinite, Eternal,

theuniverse. Man consequently feels | Universal Father, GOD .

an internal attraction --- a desiremore The-ancient-allegory-of-the-Garden

or less intense and'impulsive to know of Eden -a -defective- theory -of - the

everything in existence ; because cause-nature-and-origin -of-evil. The

everything has a representative atom physical universe is thebasisofall the

in his organism . The absurd limited knowledge which man can acquire of

views respecting the specific unity— himself and of all other intelligences.

the unity of the origin of the human The illustrations of the Infinite Eter

race ---the contracted contradictory nal attributes of GOD , and of His

views which are opposed to the plain unchangeablegovernment, are derived

fact of the existence ofvariousdistinot from the external scenes of the uni.

races of men , the pernicious views verse-- from the organization of man

which attempt to perpetuate igno- --and from the power, objects, and re ..

rance, to set the knowledge of truthlations of human society. The whole
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Was it pos

train of ideas and thoughts which are of the faculties which render him

manifested through the human mind, more and more GOD -like, and which

are images of the external elements, enable him to discriminate between

objects, and beings, variously arrang- good and evil - between pleasure and

ed, classified, modified , combined and pain ? Did GOD form , combine and

recombined. The processes of think- constitute man with this distinguish .

ing cannot be carried on without em ing faculty ?---or was there a time

ploying external elements, objects, when man did not possess it ? Is

and beings, as intervening illustra- the knowledge of good and evil

tions, or as the ground-work of ratio- beneficial for man ?

nal investigation, The enlightened , sible for man to understand and esti.

intelligent, immortal human spirit, mate the nature of good and of evil,

emancipated from the slavery of ex- before he had attained a knowledge of

ternal circumstances, and ofsociety- them, through the exercise of his

consciously, and earnestly reflecting faculties ? The theory of the origin

upon its own GOD -given desires, of evil, contained in the ancient alle

emotions, free faculties, high resolves, gory of the Garden of Eden - though

aspirations, and virtuous motives to very different from what thetorturers

action which give to man , when and twisters of the Jewish Scriptures

they are directed in the light of the maintain - is inconsistent, defective,

knowledge of truth , the perception of and false. This theory of the origin

the connexion between cause and and nature of evil, recorded in the

effect, and exalted capacities for the book of Genesis - formed during the

pursuit of usefulness and the enjoy- infancy of the human race - takes for

ment of happiness, and the power to granted that man wascompetent to

discover the good to be chosen and understand the force ofthe supposed

desired, and the wrong, and the con- Divine command, and of breaking it,

sequent evil to be despised and shun- before he had attained the knowledge

ned, and which inflict when they are of good and evil - and draws the false

perverted, misdirected , and abused inference, that the necessity of toil
in the darkness of ignorance, and of clothing were the consequences

misery, suffering, and pain, which of disobedience that man in short

words cannot describe---must clearly was capable of exercising a faculty be

comprehend the defined nature of fore he had acquired it ;-that is,this

freedom , and the limits of respon- theory assumes that man knew the

sibility. And what would man be good of obedience, and the evil ofdis

without the mental power which obedience before he had acquired the

enables him to discriminate between knowledge of good and of evil - which

good and evil ? between pleasure and knowledge is affirmed to have subse
pain ? The numerous sources of quently resulted from that very dis

misery - of suffering — of disease - of obedience; and that the necessity for

pain - of evil, which are stored up in labor and for clothing, woven into the

mechanical violence - in chemical texture of human nature, formed &

agencies-- in unfavorable climates severe curse, and a painful punish

in mineral and vegetable poisons ment. The faculty or ability of disa

and in food unsuitable to the digestinguishing between good and evil

tive and assimilating organs,—are all between truth and falsehood , raises
well calculated to excite a wise cau- man up above every other earthly be

tion, and to draw out and develop the ing ; and labor, the procuring instru

whole human faculties. What is the mentofsubsistenceand clothing,is the

value to man of the condition , which means of physical, intellectual,moral

gives him through the perception of and spiritualdevelopment— the school
wrong, the necessary knowledge of of benevolence and justice. The ori.

right,and the proper relish for good , I ginal Garden of Eden which was lo

-
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cated in Asia, is now faithfully repre. tions which display at every point of

sented byevery fertile,cultivated, inha- view the absolute absence of Divinein .

bited place on the surface of the earth . spiration ; and therefore the records

The plains, the vales, and towns con- of such matters are not to be regarded

taining the homes and residences of when opposed to known truths, as

menrepresented. Andthereare always conclusive authority on any impor.

exhibited, and within the reach of tant branch of knowledge. In the

undevelopedmen variousdescriptions infancy of the human race and of

of forbidden fruits, which when par- human society, the division of occu.

taken of communicate the knowledge pations were few , and confined to the

of evil positively, and of good nega. agricultural and pastoral. In the

tively - and which inflict their own ancient allegory of the sons of Adam ,

punishmentin the form of consequent these two primary divisions of hu .

misery, disease, suffering, and prema- man labor are represented; and

ture dissolution — that is, untimely, the fact of the existence of the di.

unnatural death. Whatthen shall be versity of human races is brought

said to the lovers of truth, who would out; and the ancient types of de

escape from the contaminating influ- votion are displayed by the reference

ences ofthe GOD -disparaging views of to the rite of sacrificial offerings; in

the book-worshipers between whose which conductproceeding from a pure

systems and the defective false theory truth and goodlovingpurpose, is the

of the origin of evil contained in the only acceptable condition, irrespec.

book of Genesis, there is no similarity, tive of the circumstantial difference

no coherence but this,do not,-ifyou of the objects, or symbols, through

would estimate arightthe importance which the devotionwas manifested .

of the ancient Jewish Scriptures - de- Men in all ages have ignorantly en.

mand from them , what they cannot deavored, to contrive and find out

give -- that is, unerring physical, in- substitutes for purity of purpose and

tellectual,moral,and spiritual know- of spirit; and have vainly hoped to
ledge foi the guidance of mankind. commend themselves to GOD by

Early human society - The Noach. ceremonial forms, creeds, sacrifices,

ian deluge - The Jewish patriarchs. sacraments, and other subterfuges,
The science of Divine inspiration- as well as to grudge prosperity to

the distinction between the Divine one another ; but all those vain en.

inspiration of the subjects of Scrip- deavors have, and will always fail.

tures or writings, and the subsequent | The objects and elements of know .

mere human record of their contents ledge may be condensed into two

BIBLIOLATRY, book or Scripture primary classes — the world of matter

worship - the character, significancy , and the world of mind --the relations

and value of the ancientJewish Scrip . of matter and the relations of mind,

tures have already been partly pointed or in other words, the physical and

out in the light of varied truth - of the spiritual departments of the uni.

truths which shine of their own light verse. The material universe, of

-and which shall endure through which the earth is but a very small

all ages, and blend with all the new speck - affords tangible manifesta

forms of future society - with all the tions of GOD, and of his unchangeable

highest improvements of the human government; and forms the medium

The diversified contradictory of thought to all gradations of intelli,
contents of the book of Genesis, which gences. The physical and spiritual

multitudes ignorantly, and extrava- universe combined, is the only de.

gantly assert and maintain to have monstrating exponent of the existence

been Divinely inspired - consist of and nature of GOD. Our Infinite ,
the records of ancient theories, alle . Eternal, Universal Father ,GOD, can

gories, poems, histories, and tradi. I only be observed, studied , known ,

race.
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realized and appreciated,through the mental preparation, and the spiritual
medium of the existence and laws of development pecessary on the part

the physical and spiritual universe. of men in the physical state, to ena

The unchangeable order of the mate- ble themto understand theknowledge

rial universe is displayed in the har- communicated fromthespiritspheres

mony existing between everypart and should be sufficient to emancipate

the whole - in the principle which the immortal spirit from the trammels.

preserves the atmosphere , the land, of superstition and book -worship, and

the sea , and the rivers of the earth in fill it with joyous hope and active,

their appointed places during their energy for the discharge of every duty ,

allotted periods ; and which unites The ancient written and oral tradi

all the planets into one harmonious tions of the various races of mankind,

system . The distant regions of the migrating forth from their respective

physical universe, are inhabited by centres of originalformation , contain

physical, intellectual, moral and spi. distorted narratives, and exaggerated

ritual beings of various orders, and of descriptions of remote inundations

diversified degrees in the scale of in and deluges. Divine science - the

telligence, and far superior to man knowledge of immutable truth - over

in physical and mental power. To flowing fresh from , and resting upon

carefully contemplate the various reality -- has estimated the proportion

classes of the intelligences who in between the land and the water on the

habit the universe, and who are en- surface of the earth , and has tested

dowed with physical, intellectual, and placed in their proper light the
moral, and spiritual powers and ener- ancient traditionary narratives, and

gies,incomparably higher than those thecomposite contradictory sketches

which are possessed by man --- the of the Noachian deluge ,contained and

superior arrangements of the different mixed up in the book of Genesis,

worlds to which they respectively The great geological changes which

belong - the relation in which they the earth has repeatedly undergone,

stand to the human race the trains from its centre toits circumference, are

ofthought which they pursue the no longer erroneously ascribed to the
sublime and magnificent objects on Noaohian deluge ; and the careful ob

which they exercise their powerful servers of the everlasting records in
never-wearying faculties theintense so upon the structures of the

emotion , and the delightful interest globe, are truthfully satisfied that no

with which they view ,and aid the pro- trace of that event can now be dis
gress of the knowledge of truth, and covered on the earth . The limited ,

the development of universal benevo- partial, transient character of the Noar

lence upon the earth their rapid chian deluge, may be clearly compre.

motions -- their frequentand repeated hended , and fully understood, from

excursions to the different parts of the unchangeable proportion between

the universe and the comprehensive the land and the water npon the sur

knowledge which they have acquired, face ofthe earth from the small num ,

and are still acquiring - should consti- ber of the species of animals out of
tutea never -failing source of exqui- | the thousands existing upon the globe,

site hope and happiness, to every holy and theirappropriate food, which such

intelligent spirit. To contemplate a small vessel as the ark was, could

the boundless extent of the universe accommodate and from the absolute

-the glorious grandeur, and the impossibility of first collecting and
gradually augmenting splendors dis bringing together ,andthen afterwards

played throughout the immensity of dispersing and redistributing the dif,

space - the countless millions upon ferent species of animals, from and to

millions of exalted intelligences who their own different, distant, districts,
inhabit its expansive regions - the climates and zones of theearth. The

B

-
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principal great geological changes | able globe - containing six other origi

whichthe earth has undergone, requir- nal centres of humanformation besides

ing ages upon ages to produce them , that of the Adamic one. And in con

and by which continents previously sidering the early period ofthe history

existing, sunk down, disappeared and of the Adamic -race, and their unde.

formed the ocean's bed, and by which veloped condition at the time when

former ocean's bottom became uplifted, the narratives of the event of the Noa.

forming the dry land — whichchanges chian deluge were framed, the causes ,

swept away 'several distinct classes the gross and erroneous conceptions:

and races of vegetables and animals, of GOD mixed up with it, as well as

and deposited and arranged their or- with all their other physical, intellec

ganic remains in the stratas and struc- tual, moral and social matters, will be

tures of the globe - occurred long readilycomprehended. The aggregate

previous to man's existence upon it, of the human family are still destitute

and thousands of years before the of clear,consistent, comprehensive con .

Noachian delugetook place in western ceptions, of the existence, attributes,

Asia. The locality of the Noachian character, and the unchangeable go

deluge in western Asia, is still lying vernment of GOD. There is no con

considerably below the level of the sea. cealing ordisguising this truth, though
The Noachian deluge was produced by it is greatly hidden under the multi

the operation of three distinct causes, plicity of different forms and creeds.

namely — the sinking of the continent The early human race had no other

of its scene - the elevation of several idea of GOD, but as the source ofpower

parts of the bottom of the adjoining and energy. Before, and for a long

ocean, and by long -continued rains in time after the Noachian deluge , men

duced by aqueous vapors raised from could not comprehend, that,-man's

theseabyvolcanic eruptions. Volcanic perpetual existence, is maintained ,by
agency acting beneath several parts of being continually kept in connexion

the Persian and Indian ocean, and with the supreme fountain of light

elevating their beds, threwthe waters by continually receiving the stream of

up over the adjoining countries. The life from the sole fountain and source

ocean's bed being elevated and broken of being, - from GOD. The life of

up, the waters rapidly overflowed in power thelife of wisdom — the life

vast volumes and quantities over the of goodness, and the life of thelove of

depressed land . The volcanic matter truth, flow from the existence, and the

uplifting the bed or bottom of the nature of GOD,-is indeed GOD. All

ocean and struggling violently for vent the love which flows from goodness,
among deep waters, liberated vast and all the faith which is founded

quantities of aqueous vapors, which upon truth , are the gifts of GOD to

on becoming condensed formed long men - to His children mankind. The

continuing rains. These were the knowledge of truth enlightens,warms,
natural means by which the Noachian and invigorates the immortal human

deluge was produced , and not the spirit to love goodness, and unites

hideous GOD -dishonoring fictitious every truth -loving spirit with all other

causes, recorded in the ancient tradi- spirits thirsting for the promotion and

tions and histories of that event The enjoymentofgoodness
with all desir

Noachian deluge is extravagantly des- ing to become GOD -like. The love

cribed, and represented ashaving been oftruth is the love of goodness - which

co-extensive with the division of the love elevates the aims - improves the

human family derived from Adam ; health - increases the activity, and
but neither the deluge - its scene a beautifies the aspect of the spirit

small portion of western Asia - nor augments the power, thewisdom, and

the offspring of Adamare described the knowledge ofthe spirit, and causes

as being co -extensive with the inhabit. ) and enablesit to attract to itself, all
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that is congenial and kindred in the ceived ;-andin reference to thepro

universe. The confused imperfect motion of theknowledge ofthe Divine

biographical sketch of Abraham's phy- unity - in reference to the Infinite

sical career and family - which lived Eternal Existence, and unchangeable

for centuries in the oral traditions of attributes ofthe One True Personal

his descendants, previous to the inven . GOD-of the one all-sufficient, self

tion and practice of the art of writ- existent, source ofall life, of all love,

ing - though itbeginsthe more regular of all good, of all truth - the founda

narrative of theJewish community, tion of allhope,ofall faith, andworthy

and contains the record of several true ofalltrust,confidence, and gratitude

particulars, is notwithstanding largely the Father of all. The fame ofAbra

mixed up with much that is highly ham , as the successful promoter of

exaggerated, purely allegorical, and knowledge, practical reprover of the

absolutely fictitious. Abraham , near- idolatries, errors and abuses of his

ly four thousand years ago, was the time, was spread and perpetuated

principal founder of the Jewish com- through all lands, through the nume
munity ; and this should account for rous descendants of the different

the extreme high veneration in which members of his own family and kind .

his memory is held by that peculiar red. Abraham , though he did not

distinct people. Thedescendants of fully comprehend the immortal spirit's

Abraham - the Jews from that time dependance, for the development of

formed, and still forma distinct sepa- its powersofwisdom - oflove , ofgood

rate people distinguished from all ness — for its power to understand and

other communities,nations, and races love the practical application of the

-notwithstanding the many sad re- Divine truths and principles of the
verses of fortune --the sudden and ex- sciences — for its power to distinguish

tensive dispersionsand theremark- between good and evil, right and

ably severe,and calamitousvicissitudes wrong — and for its accurate know

which they have frequently suffered, ledge,andexperience oftheuniverse

and passed through . Abraham , the upon the proper training and subjec.
fifteenthin descentfrom Noah through | tion of its physical organism ;-yethe

Shem, was highly developed, and far was regular in the cordial passive pre

in advance ofthegreat majority of his paration of his internal senses, and fre

brethren, considering his early period, quent in complying with the requisite

and his pastoralpursuit - which men- exemplary conditions (solemn sacri.

tal development was owing to his ficial offerings ), for the purpose of

having been a truth -loving ,conscious, obtaining communications from the

congenial medium between his elder spirit spheres - respecting the know

brethren in thespirit spheres andhis ledge ofduty, and the inseparable con

fellow -men in the physicalstate. He nexion between cause and effect_by

was the greatpromoter of the moral which prospective views of theproba

and spiritual knowledge of his age- bilities of future changes, trials, suc

the great practical reverent reprover cesses, and the acquisition of valuable

of all kinds and degrees of idolatryin possessions and achievements were

his day - being frequently favored obtained ; and by which much caution ,

with various communications from the glowing hope,andfervent faith were

spirit spheres , containing particular excited ; andby which the more per

information in reference to the best fect fellowship — the consociation, and

means and methods for developing the socialprosperity of hispeople were

and improving his fellow -men , and mutually promoted , and reciprocally

for guiding the future progress and advanced : and all of which greatly

destiny of his race - until the time checked the manifestation of indivi.

would arrive when higher and deeper dual selfishness, and the growth of

knowledge would be required andre. callous indifference to the public' wel.
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fare among them . Butthese virtuous | Jewish Scriptures. Abraham , though

endeavors to promote the progressive he was much surrounded with the dif

development of society, having been ficulties and obstacles concomitant

consigned to the keeping of the oral with undeveloped humanity before he

traditions ofAbraham's gratefuladmir- wasborn into the spirit spheres—“ ga

ing descendants, for upwards of foar thered to his people he had been

hundred years before they were re- very successful in improvinghis bre

duced to writing and recorded, they thren in the physical state, with highly

received various floating fictitious ac- advanced conceptions of their social

cessions,poisoning pernicious addi- duties ,and of their true relation to

tions and comments, such as, that of the ONE GOD : WHO can only be

ascribing to GOD the horrible act of truly worshiped by man when he pro
tempting Abraham to consent to his perly exercises the varied faculties

becoming the slayer ofhis own child. with which he is endowed .

Who will, however, dare to conceive it The - books -works - and -mission -of .

possible, that GOD ever tempted, Moses -spirit -intercourse. Moral sci.

ordered, or commanded Abraham to ence consists in the knowledge of the

sacrifice his son ? Or who will ven- inseparable connexion existing be.

ture to show how this shoeking — this tween the immortal human spirit and

horrible command was conveyed to the supreme souree of being - of

Abraham , calling upon himto become power , intelligence, wisdom and good

the murderer of his own child ? The ness - GOD — in the knowledge of the

fiction in Genesis doesnot record how . whole duty of man -- in the knowledge

Truth, however, discloses that Abra- of his proper practical course of ac

ham dreamed, that,— " It came to tion, deduced from , and in harmony

pass after these things that GOD did with the relations in which he stands

tempt him , and say unto him, take to GOD. GOD is the primary source
now thy son," &c., & C .---Genesis, 22d of being - the fountain of life - the

chapter and 1st verse. Butwho will centre of love the supply and object

attempt to affirm or demonstrate that of happiness. All existences, and all

such an unnatural inhuman dream or the qualities of existences, physical,

vision was impressed upon the mind intellectual, moral and spiritual, may

of Abraham by GOD ? It forms no be comprehended as so many kindred

part however ofthe object of this com- streams flowing from the one source

munication to enlarge further on the from GOD. Admiration, Veneration,

character of Abraham , or either to Gratitude, Adoration and Love, flow

allude to the remaining Jewish patri- into the human mind from the con

archs referred to in the rest of the templation of the infinite works of

book of Genesis ; or to describe the the eternal perfections - of the un .

oppressions which their descendants limited perpetual benefits - of the

were subsequently subjected to in the power, thewisdom , and the goodness

land of Egypt. Nor is it designed to of GOD. The Divine knowledge of

give a narrativeof the Mosaicmission ; truth -- the discoveries of science,

but rather to afford such information have demonstrated to the developed

in addition to what has already been of mankind, that globes more thana

given , as will enable the free, careful, thousand times larger than theearth ,

candid inquirers after truth , without display their splendors within the

the mixture of error or fear of man , range of the solar system ; and also

to estimate the real value and impor- unfold in the same manner other

tance ofthese dark, obscure, perplex- systems upon systems spread out in

ing, contradictory writings - these the expansion ofspace, at immeasur

sadly deformed these greatly disable distances, and in numberless

torted these carelessly dislocated, profusion . Throughout the bound

and heavily encumbered with error, | less realms of infinite space, far far
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beyond the utmost limits that human were at firstwritten by Moses himself,

faculties ever fathomed, there are and under his special directions ; but

countless millions upon millions of afterwards in succeeding ages, they

central suns, in endless succession were frequently altered, extended, and

surrounded with worlds more spacious changed, by many extraneous addi

and splendid thanman in the physical tions, inappropriate insertions, cum

state can conceive or contemplate - bersome comments, and vague repeti

all connected with one another, and tions, introduced by several well

even with the earth ; and it will re- meaning incompetent copyists — which

quire ages upon ages of future exis- sadly deformed anddislocated the har .

tence as innumerable as the count- mony, and natural arrangement of

less stars, to acquire a comprehensive their original diary and journalform ;

knowledge of the exalted inhabitants and upwards of nine-hundred years

of these vast globes, which are hung later, they wereallre-written andgreatly

out in regular succeeding circles, and enlarged by Ezra : all of which suffi

displayed in the boundles regions of ciently account for their presentpuz .

the universe. These vast worlds are zling , confused, miscellaneous cha

inhabited with countless millions raeter. The present and kindred

upon millions of superior,intelligent, communications express our high

benevolent beings ; who are above conceptions of the capabilities of hu

malice, envy, covetousness, deceit, hat- man nature — the deep interest we

red , and revenge ; and who are ca- take in the progressive development

pable of carrying on themost intimate of our race -- the intense joy we feel

correspondence and socialintercourse , in observing the efforts which men in

not only with one another ; but with the physical state upon the earth are

every other developed province of the making for their own elevation and

universe; and of knowing the charac- improvement ; and our firm faith in

ter and condition of mankind upon their ultimate success - through our

the earth . The immortal human never ceasing co-operation. Man in

spirit in the course of its future pro- every condition is great. The physi.

gress,will comprehend and understand cal , intellectual, moral and spiritual

the mental gradations which distin- grandeur of human nature, demon

guish them the nature of the powers strate the absolute insignificance of

and faculties with which they are en- all social, conventional, and artificial

dowed — thepursuits which constantly distinctions. Man is physically, in

engage their attention --- the sciences tellectually, morally and spiritually

which they cultivate the amount of great, whatever maybe his position in

accurate knowledge which they pos- society . No calculation can compute

sess — and the means and the methods —10 thought can comprehend - no

by which they are carried forward to science can measure, the GOD -con

wards higher and higher perfections. ferred grandeur of human nature.

Between the birth of Abraham into Man is the image — the son of GOD ,

the spirit spheres -- to join his elder and therefore no bounds can be fixed

brethren - with the reference to which to his development to his progress

the last paragraph was concluded, and in Divine knowledge, wisdom , good

the development, and the beginning ness, and love of truth. Egypt was

of the mission ofMoses, with which one of the first countries upon the

thebook of Exodus commences, up - earth in which men succeeded in dis

wards of four hundred years elapsed. covering some of the first principles

The real original book of Exodus, of several physical sciences - in de

Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy veloping the rudimental principles of
—which formed the detailed journal or some ofthe usefulmaterial arts ; and

narrative of the physical life, career, in establishing numerous divisions of

actions, and Divine mission of Moses, human labor ; and Egyptwas conse.
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qnently far advanced in the know- the scientific and artistic knowledge,

ledge of many of the arts and sci. which he had acquired by his superior

ences, thousands of years before the advantages in Egypt. The extensive

time of Moses. Moses was brought scientific and artistic knowledge which

up in Egypt, and trained to under- Moses acquired and possessed, quali.

stand all the sciences, the knowledge fied him eminently for his legislative

and wisdom of the Egyptians. Moses functions, and for introducing and

was constitutionally amost powerful establishing among his kindred - the

and a highly developed human being descendants of the Patriarchs — the

--powerful in energy -- in thought,and rudimentalprinciples ofanatural and
in action ; and he was profoundly an everlastingmorality — of a morality

learned in all the knowledge and wis- forming the foundation of spiritual

dom of Egypt, which enabled him to science, and of perpetual progress to

apply and display his physical and wards perfection of action and increas

mental powers to the highest and best ing happiness. During the Israelites'

advantage. The Egyptians though long sojournment in Egypt they be

far advanced in the surface know- came largely tainted with Egyptian

ledge of some of the physical sciences idolatry - that is, the Israelites during

and material arts, they were utterly theirlongresidence in Egypt, became

destitute of the immortal-spirit -li- familiar with, and practisers of, the

berating knowledge of the moral and Egyptians' idolatrous rites and cere

spiritual sciences, derived from the monies. It is a primary truth , in

spirit spheres ;-they were absolutely volving an immutable principle , that,

ignorant of the infinite existence , and clear, accurate, comprehensive con

the eternal attributes, of THE ONE ceptions, of the Infinite, Eternal,

TRUE GOD — the supreme source of united existence of The One True

all existence the Father of all the GOD - Former of the universe - Fa

universe. The Egyptians had their ther of immortal spirits - Supreme

polytheisian symbols — their fixed and source of all benefaction and felicity,

moveable temples and sanctuaries, -develop the varied capacities of the

where they paid homage to the cow, human spirit- expand its truth -loving

the camel, and other animals, and and truth -krowing powers — increase
adored and venerated the material ele | its ability to govern the physical or

ments, objects and beings of external ganism - to conform all its intelligent

nature — the valuable products of la. actions, to the unchangeable laws

bor ; and in short whatever they which regulate the universe - adapt,

believed contributed to their physical prepare, and qualify it for estimating

welfare, and mental pleasures . The aright and loving its fellow -beings;

highest and most important parts of and for ultimately uniting, commun

the knowledge and wisdom of Moses ing, and associating with the pro

were, therefore, notobtained from the gressed intelligences of the spirit

Egyptians ; but were derived from the spheres. And when and where, the

moral and spiritual sciences com- Infinite Existence — the indivisible

municated to his forefathers from the unity — the Eternal unchangeable at

spirit spheres, accumulated, treasured tributes of the one true GOD - our

up and preserved by the Jewish pa. universal Father, are not accurately,

triarchs, and their highest developed and spiritually recognized -- and when

cotemporaries and successors . Such and where, limited objects are substi

was the Divineorigin of the knowledge tuted in His place, the attributes and

and wisdom which was afterwardsre- faculties of the immortal human

newed and confirmed to Moses from spirit remain undeveloped, and the

the same source ; and in the cordial mind becomes loaded with vile revolt .

illustration and promotion of which, ing absurdities — with debasing and

he ably and courageously employed | degrading abominations. And when
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and where, the Admiration - the Ve- it. The Egyptians erected splendid

neration - theAdoration -- the Love- temples and sanctuariesfor their mul

the Hope. which should point to, cen: tifarious deities, which they decorated

tre in , and rest upon GOD , are ex. and adorned with their most costly

pended upon other objects, however and valuable materials ; and into

worthy in themselves, when properly 1 which they brought their most pre

estimated, and appropriately applied , cious offerings and sacrifices, and

a spirit- enslaving system of idolatry where they held their stated festivals,

is engendered and promoted, and men and performed their regular rites and

are degraded ; whatever may be the ceremonies : with a view to propitiate

progress which they have made, and the favor of their various deities.

are making in the knowledge of the Moses was highly learned in all the

physical arts and sciences ; whatever knowledge and wisdom of the Egyp

may be their external splendor and tians, and he made the freest and the

material comforts. The idea of ido- fullest use of his varied knowledge in

latry therefore, is not to be confined to his character of legislator - in framing

the mis -directed adoration of the an- the political, the social, and the sani

cients, for it has its source and its seat tary provisions of his laws; and it is

in every mind in which inordinate of vastimportance to distinguish care

avarice, greed, covetousness , envy, an fully, those parts of the Mosaic regu

all-engrossing love of wealth , self- lations and laws which are clearly ,

pride, vain -ambition, and selfishness plainly, and directly referable to the

predominate in every mind that la- secular knowledge and wisdom of

vishes its affections upon unworthy Moses, and the rest of his regulations

objects, and meaningless distinctions. and laws, the knowledge of which was

The Egyptiansinvented and promoted communicated to himfrom the spirit

a gigantic and gorgeous system of spheres. Moses was a profound stu

idolatry. They believed that they dent ofhuman nature, and being fully

should venerate, adore ; and do ho- aware that the great majority of his

mage to various kinds of animals and oppressed kindred , had adopted the

other things, as representing the in- idolatrous theories and practices of

visible deities which they imagined the Egyptians, he was compelled, with

produced them , For example, the a view to reclaim them from their

veneration the adoration - the ho- polytheism , to indulge them in many

mage, and the gratitude which they particulars, by introducing and per

rendered to the cow, were meant by mitting a tangible ritual,and a system

them to be actually rendered to, and of offerings and sacrifices bearing

expressive of these sentiments to much external resemblance to those

wards the particular deity which they which prevailed in Egypt. Accord

supposed produced thecow . And man ingly . Moses gave the Israelites &

is so constituted, that he generally moveable temple - an ark - a taber

imbibes the views, and imitates the nacle, and enjoined upon them the

conduct and the actions of his fellow- particular observance of personalpu

men around him ; and especially the rifications, stated festivals, and vari

views, and the doings of those placed ous sacrificial rites and ceremonies

in superior positions. When, there on account of their undeveloped con

fore, a system of idolatry prevailed dition, and to teach and prepare them

among the Egyptians, which recog- the moral and spiritual sciences of

nized as many invisible deities, as duty - and with a view to develop

there were of distinct elements, ob- their physical energies, intellectual

jects, and beings existing around faculties, moral sentiments and spiri

them ; the great majority of the Is. tual aspirations ;—and to extirpate

raelites also adopted the same sys. from their affections the idolatrous

tem , and became firmly attached to theories and practices for which they
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hadacquiredattachments in Egypt. ner in which they were proclaimed ,

The Infinite -- the Self-existent, sanctioned, and communicated by,and

Self-sufficient, Eternal unchangeable in the presence of millions of the

One GOD - our universal Father - highest progressed, of the holiest,

the supreme source of all being - the and of the mostbenevolentbeings, in

everlasting fountain of all life and every region and sphere of existence .'

love - Who forms, regulates, and di- These Divinely communicated laws

rects the universe,-designed, adapt- contained the first principles and the

ed, and requires that the Divine love ground work of an unalterable moral.

which flows eternally from Himself ity, because founded upon the har .

into the immortal spirits of all his monious adaptation of all intelligent

children should form the funda- responsible beings to the universe and

mental principle of their intelligent to oneanother. And in order to pre

actionsof all their conduct that serve them they were carefully re

this Divine love should be reflected corded upon the most durable mate

back from their immortal spirits, and rial, and deposited in the most safe

made to embrace Himself their Fa place of keeping. The recovering of

ther, and alltheir brethren his equal these important facts fromthedistant

offspring. GOD designed that Din past, brings into view spiritual reali.

vine love should form the grand fun- ties -- the science and practice of

damental principle of action ,in every spirit powers and principles, which

globe and sphere of existence . In are as old as the universe present

every world and region of theinfinite for serious contemplation, the know

universe GOD designed and designs, ledge and practice of the methods and

that Divine love should be themedium conditionsof spirit intercourse, which

that shall unite all His children to are as ancient as mankind, and asnew

Himself and to oneanother . as the present now the science and

The most solemn and careful pre practice of psycodonamy — the know

parationshaving been completed -- in ledge of the influence of spirit upon

conformity with the previously re. spirit.

ceived special instructions -- the atten- The Divine law which was thus

tion of theIsraelites having been fixed, communicated to Moses on Sinai for

and the distance at which they were the practical and perpetual regulation

to be kept having been defined, in or of the conduct of mankind, may be

der to secure perfect composure and summed up in two grand intelligible

prevent all exciting and disturbing in- precepts :- Namely,Supreme love to

fluences, and everypossible condition GOD -- the Eternal invisible paternal

arranged and complied with, for hold- source of all life and love, “ Whom

ing communication with theGREAT no spirit hath seen or can see," and

CELESTIAL COMMISSION con- subordinate love to immortalman His

gregated from the spirit spheres - image and offspring. These Divine

Moses and his qualified mediums as- precepts must be considered as two

cended Mount Sinai to receive the Di. distinct streams flowing forthfromthe

vine universal law of action, from the same fountain or source .
The one

progressed spirits assembled there embracing and pointing to infinitude,

from every region of the universe . and the other embracing and finding

The rudiments of the moral and spi- its objects in the promotion of the

ritual sciences -- the first principles of welfare, the equal interests and union

the moral and spiritual rules of ac- of the human race . The everlasting

tion which were communicated to importance of the ten commandments
Moses on Mount Sinai in Horeb, are to the intelligent universe — which

as much distinguished for their uni- will be clearly comprehended, from

versaland perpetual application and the subjoined explanatory notesmand

importance, as for the solemn man . the various changes which they have
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undergone subsequent to the time of of supreme love to GOD - clear, ac

their communication -- render it ne- curate, comprehensive conceptions

cessary , that they should now be must be formed of His Infinite,

translated, and reproduced from the Eternal, unchangeable existence and

original — in harmony with the more attributes, as our universal Father.
developed and advanced mental con- Love to GOD is not a transitory,

dition of many of mankind now single, solitary sentiment, of the de

upon the earth ;-and in order to veloped immortal human spirit ; but
meet the wants of moral and a bright living stream of Divine

spiritual progress - the require- power, supplying presentcomfort and

ments of the march of moral and the certainty of future happiness.

spiritual sciences . The human spi- Love to GOD founded upon clear

rit aspires to immortality ; because accurate comprehensive conceptions

it is its nature to do so ; be- of His self- existent-- self -sufficient

cause the human spiritis constituted, Infinite Eternal Omnipotent nature

and adapted for immortality, and for combines in it supreme delight in His

eternally advancing in power, know- character and government, the most

ledge, wisdom , and goodness- in per- secure confidence in His power -- the

petual harmony with the unchange- admiration of His varied works --the

able laws of GOD. desire to conform to His fixed laws

1. Mankind. “You shall have the most lively gratitude for His

no other gods, before the one only perpetual goodness;-and develops
true GOD ." the immortal human spirit for ulti

mately communing, and associating
EXPLANATORY NOTE.

with all the superior intelligences of

This prohibition forms the founda. the universe for conversing with

tion or basis of the Divine law . The them on the sublime and glorious

essence of this first commandment themes which constantly occupy and

of the great moral and spiritual law, engage their attention -- for co -operat

consists in the requiring the human ing with them in their high and holy

mind to recognize and acknowledge schemes of universal benevolence ;

the one only true GOD - the Former and for eternally accompanying them

and Father of all that is visible and from world to world, in order to ac

invisible in the infinite universe_as quire more and more enlarged views of

the supreme object of Love, Admira- the Infinite works and doings of GOD .

tion , Adoration, Gratitude, and as the The foundation and producing cause

hope of the future and the source of of love to GOD- " Whom no human

present enjoyment. The importance spirit hath seen , nor can see" -are
of this fundamental principle of the his Infinite Eternal attributes of Om

first clause of the Divine law - requir- nipotence Wisdom and Goodness.

ing the human race to recognize and some aid for forming clear, accurate ,

acknowledge theone only spiritual comprehensive conceptions, of GOD'S

GOD, may be estimated, by carefully Omnipotence,Wisdom and Goodness,

considering the grovelling degradation may be obtained by carefully con

-the deep misery, and the hopeless templating the grandeur of man's

slavery which necessarily result from organic constitution - its harmonious

disregarding this sublime require adaptation to external nature - the

ment. Human nature cannot present rich , beautiful, and magnificent scen

a condition more melancholy, or more ery of the terrestrial globe-- the mag

miserable and pernicious in its con- nitude and motions of the countless

sequences, than it does when this millions upon millions of planets and

sublime comprehensive command is worlds-- many thousand times larger

disregarded . In order to exercise than the earth --which are impelled

and experience the sublime sentiment with unremitting velocity in their ap
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pointed courses, throughout the dis being in the universe, for the purpose

tant regions of infinite space. It is of representing the one only true

a clear conclusion to which every en - GOD; nor shall you make, nor be

lightened developed mind must come, come attached to such self-deceiving ,

that GOD toWhom all are indebted self -deluding, self -degrading , spirit

for their existence, and for every enslaving substitutes for adumbrating

bounty, blessing, and benefit, and for GOD, as shall necessarily deprive

every prospect in time and in eternity you of all realhappiness, plunge you

should be constantly contemplated, in present misery , and entail in suc

and recognized with intense and cession aggravated consequences ,

ardent affection, admiration and gra- woes and sufferings upon your des

titude. The prohibition contained in cendants. ”

the first commandment of the Divine

law ; must not be considered, as being EXPLANATORY NOTE.

confined to the excluding of the The first commandment prohibits

idolatries which prevailed among mankind from substituting any ele

mankind in those early ages, but as ment, object or being in the universe

extending to the exclusion of all at. in place of the one only true GOD
tachments to false views, fictions and the Former and Father of universal

finite objects, which may be regarded existence. The second command

with supreme affection and engrossing ment prohibits mankind from mak

attention. To the general violation ng, forn ng or using any kind of

of this Divine law, should be traced image, symbol or likeness, of any

all the evils which disfigure and de- element, object or being in the uni.

grade the condition of humanity upon verse, for the purpose of represent

the earth . There is no other feature ing to the human mind the one only

more prominent, in the past history , true GOD_Who fills infinitude wită

or more visible in the present condi- the essence of His being. The only

tion of mankind, than the open viola- comprehensive representation of the

tion and disregard of this Divine one only true GOD which is acces .

commandment. This will appear sible to mad's contemplation, is,the

clear and palpable, if the varied ob- boundless universe which display His

jects upon which supreme affection infinite eternal nature and laws - the

and adoration have been, and are still attributes of His power, wisdom and

expended, are carefully recounted goodness. The countless millions of

and examined. The disregarding of central suns which diffuse theirmag .

the first commandment of the Divine nificent splendors throughout the

law , is the greatest,and the most de- distant regions of immensity - with

solating crime of which men can be all their ponderous planets adorned

guilty ; and it is the producing cause , with resplendent beauties, and with

and the source of all the other crimes countless myriads of intelligent happy

which have, and that do still entail, inhabitants -- only faintly adumbrate

and perpetuate ignorance, wars, weak- the paternal character and attributes

ness, want, wretchedness, division, of ĠOD. The self-deceiving, self

oppression , suffering, pride, malig- deluding, self-degrading, spirit-en

nity, hatred, cheating, deceit, false- slaving practices of attempting to re

hood, avarice, greed, covetousness, present the one only true GOD by

envy, indifference to the public wel- images, symbols and liknesses of the

fare, selfishness, blasphemy, and elements, objects and beings in the

base ingratitude to GOD, and to universe-- like the other abhorable

practices of misrepresenting and di

2. Mankind . “ You shall not form viding the Divine Being into distinct

or engrave the image, symbol or personalities — necessarily contract,
likeness of any element, object, or darken and debase the immortal hu.

man.
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man spirit, and perpetuate ignorance , knowledge - and unfits the mind for

cruelty, misery, and suffering among forming expansive views of GOD'S

mankind upon the beautiful earth .. Infinite Eternal nature, and glorious

3. Mankind. “ You shall not ap- attributes , and dims and dwarfs the

ply, or make use of the words which immortal human spirit.

denote the names of the one only 4. Mankind. “ You shall remem

true GOD, to represent any element, ber, and not forget, to secure, set

object or being in the universe, nor apart and use the seventh day, for

irreverently, nor for vain trifling pur- the holy and harmonious exercise,

poses ; for consequences the most cultivation and training, of all your

ruinous and degrading to human na- intellectual faculties, moral senti

ture, will ever necessarily result from ments, and spiritual aspirations ; du

so doing." ring six days you may labor and do

EXPLANATORY NOTE. all your physical work; but on every;;

The words by which mankind re- seventh day you shall specially ex

present their clear accurate compre- amine your mental progress, and

hensive conceptions of the one only contemplate your relations to and

true GOD, are His proper names ; and dependence upon the one only true

such words are distinct from all other GOD ; you shall remember to study,

words. By these adopted words the recognize, and acknowledge His pa

Infinite Eternal character and at- ternal character and unchangeable

tributes of GOD are represented by laws,-as the Former and Father of

one spirit to another. GOD'S In all the universe, -- as the GOD of

finite Eternal Being, and his attri- | time and of eternity , --as the supreme

butes of Power, Wisdom , Good- source of all power, of all wisdom,

ness, Omniscience, and Omnipotence and of all goodness.

are thus represented by adopted

words ; and the Divine requirement EPLANATORY NOTE.

of the third commandment proclaims The essence, or the perpetual mo

that such words shall not be applied rality of the fourth commandment,

to represent any element, object or clearly consists in the obvious dutý

being in the universe, nor used ir- of setting apart at least one day in

reverently, nor for vain trifling pur- seven - from whatever meridian in

poses ; because consequences the succession round the earth it may be

most ruinous and degrading to hu- counted as a day to be devoted to

man nature will ever inevitably re- self-examination, and to the study

sult from the profanation of the words of the nature and laws of the one

which are adopted and employed as only true GOD — for the high and

the names ofthe one only trueGOD . holy purpose of harmoniously exer

Mankind violate this Divine com- cising, cultivating, and training the

mand when they apply the words intellectual faculties, the moral sen

which are adopted to designate the timents , and the spiritual aspirations

names of God to represent the ele- of mankind — for the purpose of de

ments, the objects and the beings in veloping, expanding and preparing

the universe ; orwhen they usethem the immortal human spirit for its

irreverently. The violation of this eternal duties, and progressive en

Divine command— which can only joyments - for absolute good to man .

result from disregarding the two It is true that the seventh day can

former commandments - extinguishes not be so applied cotemporaneously

the sublime sentiments of adoration all over the earth ; and that it must

and reverence - causes a continuation therefore only be in succession that

of mental coldness and darkness- it can be observed round the terres ,

resists the progress of intelligence - trial globe ; for the earth still obeys

inverts the ascertained standards of with undeviating regularity, the origi

=
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nal impulse which carries it com: are the causes which prevent the

pletely round in less than twenty- proper appropriation - the useful de

four hours from west to east - caus- signed application of the time set

ing by this revolution the regular apart for the cultivation, training,

succession of day and night. It is and development of humanity , for

to the object - the good ofman -- and the dutieſ and enjoyments of time

not therefore to the day or time set and eternity ? What are the causes,

apart that importance is to be at- | that divide the human race in every

tached. It is the application or use civilized country, into so many con

which men make of the time so set flicting, opposing sects, and furious

apart, that determines the secret factions ? What are the causes, that

value of that time; and the know the various churches, chapels, and

ledge of this should be sufficient to meeting-houses in every civilized

remove the mistaken idolatrous reve- country, are so irregularly and thinly

rence entertained , by multitudes to attended, on the occasion set apart

wards the mereportion of time so for the assembling of the people to
set apart. The physical, intellectual, gether, for mutual instruction and

domestic, social, moral, and spiri- improvement ? What are the causes

tual advantages and benefits de- that the great majority, of the most

signed to be secured for, and con- intelligent and developed of the peo

ferred upon men as the result of ple in every civilized country, profess

setting apart at least a seventh por- no systematic form of belief, nor at

tion of time for the holy important tend such places of meeting, and

purpose of recruiting the exhausted have po connection or sympathywith

bodily energies — for cultivating and creeds or sects ? What are the

training the intellectualfaculties, the causes,that multitudes of those as

moral sentiments, and the spiritual suming the functions of public

aspirations of mankind, and for the teacher, shrink from investigating

regulation of the division of time, what they affirm and acknowledge

are multifarious and of para- to be the word and works of GOD,

mount importance. Among these for fear of finding them contradict

may be enumerated, first, the pe- each other ? What are the social

riodical bodily repose and rest se- arrangements, that will promote and
cured for man, and for the do- secure the greatest amount of

mesticated animals which co-operate harmonious order that will se

with him in his physical toils--se- cure and supply all the wants

cond, personal and social cleanliness of humanity and that will realize

--third, health - fourth, greater com- the physical, intellectual, moral and

mercial activity - fifth, regular mode- spiritual prosperity and happiness of

rate labor - sixth , the favorable op- all mankind ? The time is worse than

portunity of studying the elements of perished for ever, that is consumed

the knowledge of truth - seventh , the and expended, in torturing the har

powerful influence of combined pri- maonies of truth - in misrepresenting

vate and public example --eighth , the unchangeable character of GOD,

promotion of united effort, brotherly and the progressive capabilities of His

love, perfect powerful fellowship - son man - in forcing and and prorul

ninth, the favorable means for de gating false views and fictitious con

veloping and displaying private and conclusions. The knowledge oftruth

public virtues - and tenth , the pro- can alone really interest, and firmly

motion, preservation, perpetuation, unite mankind in the bonds of lasting

and diffusion of the accumulated and perfect brotherhood ; and pro

knowledge communicated from and mote that conjoined effort which will

respecting the spirit spheres - re- ultimately realize the designed pros

specting human immortality. What perity and happiness of the human

-

-
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race .

-

The physical and mental de-| the honor which this Divine com

velopment of mankind cannot be mandment require on the part of

promoted or advanced by preaching children towards their physical pa

meaningless abstractions - by poring rents , guardians and instructors the

over ancient traditions and worn out cultivation and training necessary for

ceremonial forms- or by presump- promoting, and perfecting, supreme

tuously frowning upon the glorious love, adoration , and gratitudetoGOD

march of progressive discovery ; but as the universal Father of all - united

by prosecuting the loving study of effort, brotherly love, perfect power .

the grand realities of all the sciences. ful fellowship - are developed and

To contemplate all the truths which brought to perfection ; and all pos

are grouped in regular classes — re- sible concord, social happiness, and

volving in eternal harmony, and of the hope of progressing felicity se

fering themselves for investigation, cured ; and ignorance,division, weak

to the lovers of knowledge, in every ness, want,misery, suffering, disease,

department of the universe, is, to be discord, and hatred among mankind,

devoted to the study of reality ; and are the inevitable consequences of dis

will furnish answers to all these regarding this Divine fifth command

solemn questions, and lead men in ment.

the physical state to acquire accurate 6. Mankind. " You shall not do

knowledgeof the actual lifem the oc- that which will cause, or tend to cause

cupations — the conversations - the and compel the immortal human

missions-- the pleasures - and the spirit to leave the physical body be

progressing happiness of the immor- fore the due natural time; nor shall

tal human spirits in their eternal you do anything thatmay tend to dis

spheres. turb or endanger the harmonious flow

5. Mankind . “ You shall love, of the physical life of man .

obey, and honor your physical pa

rents, and all others who may be for
EXPLANATORY NOTE .

your welfare, placed in the relation of This Divine commandment must

guardians, or instructors, over you in be considered as not only forbidding

order that you may be capable of par- and prohibiting mankind from doing

taking of the varied benefits of Di- everything that may cause or tend to

vinely regulated human society ." cause and compel, the immortal hu.

man spirit to leave its tabernacle, the
EXPLANATORY NOTE.

physical body, prematurely, or before

This Divine injunction includes in the natural period of physical disso

its scope both the idea andthe prin lution ; but as also absolutely includ .

ciple, that all parents , guardians, and ing the positive injunction, to avoid

instructors of children upon the earth , and prevent all hatred, malice, un

recognize and acknowledge the other kindness, harshness , furiousness, re

four former commandments ; and also vengeful violence , and all culpable

that such parents , guardians, and in- carelessness or negligence to prevent

structors, do clearly comprehend the by every possible means, everything

impressionableness of children , and that may tend to disturb or endanger

the responsibledutyof caring for them, the harmonious flow of the physical

and of cultivatingand training them life of man -- whatever may tend to

in the way they should go in - or in retard or arrest the progress of hu.
the way they should walk in the path man development. The physical life
of duty - preparatory to the spirit's the conscious union of the immor

birth , which shall place every human tal human spirit with the beautifully

being in the immortal state in the organized material body- is, the free

spirit spheres. In the practical ex- beneficent gift of GOD — the supreme

ereise of the love, the obedience, and source of all life - theabsolute Father
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ofuniversalexistence ; and when once under many disadvantages and diffi

life is bestowed, and human person- culties in theeternal spirit spheres.
ality thereby constituted, the possessor 7. Mankind . “ You shall not abuse

has a Divine right to this composite or mis -apply your sexual powersand

existence, during the designed period impulses, nor obey, nor gratify them

of the immortal spirit's union with in any manner, or way that may dis

the physical organism : Man has a turb , or derange the spontaneous ac

Divine right, therefore, not only to tivity, and healthful flow of the intel

life - to compound existence during lectual faculties, moral sentiments,

the designed period of his develop- reproductive capabilities,andspiritual

ment in the physical state ; but also aspirations of humanity .”

a Divine right to all the best possi.

ble means for prolonging this Divine
EXPLANATORY NOTE.

union, and for promoting the grand This Divine commandment must

designs and purposes which the union be viewed, as comprehending the

of the immortalspiritwith the mate- moral government of the genital

rial body are designed to produce and powers and impulses of male and te

accomplish , preparatory to the im . male humanity - as founded upon this

mortal spirit's birth into the spirit natural distinction of the sexes among

spheres. GOD therefore Who con- mankind -- as designed to prevent li

fers life, this physical union, can alone centiousness, and consequent dis

rightfully take it away, by the opera- ease -- as calculated to preserve health

tion of His designed unchangeable and purity - promote and perpetuate

laws of progressive development. It mutual affection - perfect and power

is therefore the greatest evil- the ful fellowship - union ofinterests, and

most overwhelming calamity which adequate care for offspring among

can befall a human being, that this men — limit and regulate the natural

Divine union of spirit and body should and reproductive intercourse of the

be disturbed or separated prematurely, sexes ;-and to induce the motives, to

or before the due natural time ; be comply with, and conform to, all the

cause all the grand designs -- all the best conditions and regulations for in .

high and holy objects of the first creasing and multiplying the rational

stage of human existence are thereby race, with a view to replenish and

thwarted — are thereby frustrated and people the whole earth, with healthy,

postponed indefinately. The earth is intelligent, successive generations of

the first sphere of human existence- mankind. This commandment must,

the first home of man . Upon the also, be considered,as comprehending
earth all the essences and refined ele- not only the prohibition and preven

mients of the whole universe arrive, tion of every species of derangedmo

and they are blended into an eternal tives, and of diseased imperfect con

form which constitutes the immortal duct ; but as moreover including and

human spirit, covered with the beau- requiring the practical application of

tiful corresponding organism the all the best possible means for the

physical body. The personality or promotion, and perpetuation of the
individual form of the immortal hu- peace and love, the power, knowledge,

man spirit is unchangeable ; because wisdom and happiness of families,

it is the finally formed being, from all communities, and of the whole race of

the essences and refined elements of mankind. The abuse — the mis-appli

the universe. What the immortal hu. cation - the promiscuous mercenary

man spirit does not accurately and mis-direction of the reproductive de

correctly acquire, while 'united with sires and genital organs of man, in

its instrumentalities for the acquisi- variably produce the most direfulcon.

tion of knowledge -- the materialbody, sequences,and the most loathsome

it will have to learn subsequently diseases. " No language therefore can
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fully represent the vast importance of and that would by this means propor

the proper physical and moral govern . tionally promote and perpetuate vir

ment of these primary desires and tuous industry, healthful activity,

powers of humanity . The health– mutual respect, peaceful confidence,

the harmony--the union - the love and consoling contentment among a

the friendship, and the physical, the happy, prosperous, intelligent race of
intellectual, the social, the moral and human beings : having oneness of

the spiritual progress and develop- interests, of hopes and of prospects

mentofmankind upon the earth , will relating to timeandto eternity.

be either advanced or retarded in pro- 9. Mankind . “ You shall not de

portion as these desires and powers of part from veracity , nor misrepresent

humanity are regulated in conformity the truth existing in the actual state

with , or allowed to art in opposition and nature of things, nor frame nor

to, the Divinedesignsdisplayed in the proclaim falsehood for the purpose of

formation and constitution of human gaining to yourselves an apparent ad

nature . vantage, nor for the cruel design to

8. Mankind. “ You shall not take, injure yourfellow -men , nor in any way

carry away , nor appropriate to your violate the harmony and agreement

own use, the rightfully possessed pro- which should exist between your

perty of others, nor injure or defraud thoughts, words and actions. "

your fellow -men . "

EXPLANATORY NOTE .

EXPLANATORY NOTE.
This Divine commandment must

The productive capabilities of the be considered as not only prohibiting

earth toyield, supplyand bring forth , every species of falsehood ; butas also

a superabundance of all the organized inculcating and requiring from man

substances necessary for the physical kind the most sacred love and adhe

support and comfort of mankind, as renceto truth in the observation ofthe

the encouraging reward for intelligent elements the objects and the beings

judiciously applied labor, have not in the universe in the exercise of all

been as yet but very partially tested the faculties and powers of the im

and displayed over the whole globe. mortal spirit - in all thoughts, words

The ample scope, and inexhaustible and actions. Truth is the founda

supply which the surface and fertility tion and the elements of all know

ofthe earth can afford , for the ade ledge of all the confidence which sub

quate accommodation and support of sists between man and man - the foun

millions upon millions of thehuman dation of all present comforts and fu

race in addition to those now existing ture prospects - of all the intercourse

upon it, should be sufficient to call which takes place among the intelli

forth such an amount of united intel- gences of the universe - of the hope

ligent exertion on the part ofmankind, of immortality - of the certainty of

as would produce, realize, and multiply mingling and reassociating with all

to superabundance, all thenecessaries friends and acquaintances - with all

and comforts requisite for human wel the illustrious beings that have ever

fare ; and that would counteract,pre . lived and that will ever live upon the

vent and remove all the causes of in- earth - to contemplate for ever the in

dolence, weakness, want, murderous finite works of GOD—to enjoy pro

wars, ravaging robberies, and the gressive felicity without interruption

many othercomplicated violations of and without end in the spiritspheres.

the personal rights of property - all In the eternal world - in the spirit

the causes of theft, pilfering, plunder spheres, the truth loving immortalhu

and pillage -- all thecauses which in- man spirit's knowledge of thetruths of

duce extortionary charges, under- the universe will be ever increasing,

payments, frauds and embezzlements ; and becoming more andmore accurate

+
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and perfect ; because the knowledge of the evils which afflict mankind on

these truths will in the spirit spheres the earth and it leads to the viola

be communicated by intellectual be- tion of all the other precepts of the

ings possessed of higher and holier Divine law. It leads to the violation

powers of comprehension. And those of the first, the second, the third,

who under the darkening influence of and the fourth commandments - by

prejudice, distort and mis-répresent exciting, consuming, and expending

the physical, the moral, and the the supreme affection, the admi

spiritual truths of theuniverse,by in- ration and expressions of the im

accurate, careless, or exaggerated mortal spirit, upon limited dis

statements, and who propagate false solving objects ; and leads to the

views of the character ofGOD, as it breach of the fifth commandment,

is displayed in His infinite works and as it extinguishes those filial affec

unchangeable laws, and of the dispo- tions, kindly sympathies, and loving

sitions and capabilities of humanity, offices, which children ought to feel

as they are demonstrated in the com- and exercise towards their parents,

pound constitution ofman - will dis- during every period of their physical

cover that they have been pernicious lives . Covetousness, when it be

deceivers, retarders of progress, falsi- comesavaricious, leads to the viola

fiers of truth, and the enemies of their tion also of the sixth , the seventh ,

species. the eighth, and the ninth command

10. Mankind, “ You shall not ments — by engendering dispositions

covet, nor desire to appropriate the of envy the welfare, and grudge pros

rightfully possessed property of your perity to others, and even to hate,

fellow -men, nor wish to deprive any hurt and injure those who may stand

of them of any possession or advan- in the way of its gratification and

tage which may be actually and ex- indulgence --by disturbing and di

clusively theirs.” verting the healthful flowof the re

productive powers and affections ;
EXPLANATORY NOTE.

andbytendingtoexcite and strengthen

The tenth commandment, like all false, fraudulentschemes - dishonest

the other precepts of the Divine law , dealings low cunning grovelling

must be considered as not only pro- shifts, and to direct acts of plunder,

hibiting every species of improper pillage, robbery, theft, falsifications

external conduct, but as also abso- and general inveracity. So that

lutely designed to restrain and regu- avaricious covetousness-- proceeding

late the internal motives, the desires, from the abuse of primary important

impulses and dispositions, from which desires and faculties--must be con

that conduct springs and arises .- sidered, as one of the greatest bar

Covetousness--the clearest demon- riers to the physical, intellectual,

stration of self-ignorance - consists moral and spiritual development and

in the diseased inordinate desire and progress ofmankind--and one of the

love for the possession of physical most polluting and corrupting causes,
tangible objects ; and this idolatrous from which flow all the unhallowed

desire is engendered by abusing the passions of vain pride and conceit

natural necessary love of needful the perplexing cares -- the grasping

property . This desire when it is al- grinding greed --the horrid cruelties

lowed to become clamerous, diseased the overbearing oppressions - the

and inordinate -- enslaves , degrades overwhelming devastations — the dark

and darkens the immortal spirit- dismal sorrows and sufferings which

and it excludes from their placein barras, and dwarf the immortal spirit,

the human mind the love of GOD and incapacitate it for relishing and

and the love of man -- and it forms partaking of the noblest enjoyments

the source of a vast amount of all of life ;--the enjoyments of brotherly
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love of perfect powerful fellowship phemy — to the wasting of timeand op

of universal prosperity, benevo- portunity for improvement— to revolt

lence, and philanthropy – of the ing disobedience and insubordination

hope and reality of immortal progress. -to apathy and cruelty - to the de

Thus it must be evident, that on the struction and extirpation of thehuman

perfect observance of the precepts race - to the abuse of every power

which clothes the Divine Decalogue and faculty of man — to dishonesty in

which have for their object the private and public dealings — to false .

physical, intellectual, moral and spi . hood and all manner of treachery

ritual welfare of mankind - the to grasping greed and avaricious

present and future happiness of the covetousness - and to every species
human race depends. of moral turpitude. So when the

Divine law is thus exhibited in its

Important general conclusions found original grandeur and simplicity, its

ed upon the principles and preceding beauty, sublimity, and benevolent

explanations of the Decalogue. adaptation to the harmony, prosperity,

The Divine precepts contained in union, and everlasting progress in

the Decalogue are not mere abstract happiness ofthe intelligent universe,
rigorous commands, but are regulat- must become more andmove evident
ing laws of action founded upon the to all the lovers of eternal truth , of

nature - the adaptation, and relation infinite holiness and goodness .
of man to the universe ;-are, in short,

the Divine practical principles of Spirit-intercourse,- and - the - sci .

conduct which can alone promote the ence-and -practice-of -sacrificial -offer
health , the power, the prosperity , the ings.

wisdom , the goodness, the union and Moses and 'his seventy coadjutors

the happiness of the whole intelligent -classified mediums ( the Elders),

universe. There is such an insepa- comprising the impressional– the
rable harmonious connection between speaking — the symbolic - the psyco

all the beautiful, clear , simple, pre- logic — the psycodonamic - the clair .
cepts and parts ofthe Divine law ,that voyant - the clairadient, and the

the habitual violation of any one of spirit-seeing orders ofmedia — hav
them , inevitably leads to the violation ing received and recorded the Divine

of all the rest; and which clearly laws of human action- the ten com

demonstrates, that were they all intel. | mandments — which were communi.

ligently and uniformly observed , that cated to them , by millions of pro
is, reduced to practice, and all the gressed spirits upon mount sinai ; he

arrangements of society organized in proceeded from time to time to per

harmony with themthe ignorance, fect the developmentand increase the

the division, the discord, the weak number of the different orders of
ness, the want, and all the evils, the mediums, for the important duties of

sorrows and the sufferings which af- assisting to discover , and to organize

flict mankind upon the earth , would the best possible means and arrange

disappear. The Divine principles and ments, for the reduction of the Di.

precepts of the Decalogue, are also vine laws to practice among the

binding upon, and adapted to all the people of Israel; and for conferring

intelligent universe, aswell asupon, thebest possible physical, social, in .

and to mankind upon the earth , and tellectual, moral and spiritual bene .

their harmony and unity show - that fits upon them . Moses thus frequently

the breach of the first commandment, operated upon his classified mediums,

for example, which demonstrate, self- and caused distinct orders of them to

ignorance - folly - ingratitude -- and a operate upon each other ; and by this

callous disregard of infinite excel- means hecommunicated to them , as

lence, -leads to idolatry - to blas- / far as possible, his own vital and
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mental powers - his philanthropic ses ' mission was Divine and benevo

and patriotic motives - his indomi- lent, but the means which he was

table energy, wisdom , knowledge, and compelled to use for the development

benevolent intentions; and by these of the people, for the time being,must

means and influences they became be considered as simply rudimental

powerful, and unceasing in their de- and transitional ; and destined to

voted co -operation , and useful assis- be superseded in subsequent times .

tance ; and in cultivating, training Moses clearly comprehended that all

and developing the whole people. On evil is finite, external, and mortal,

the stated occasions which Moses and flows from defective organization ,

thus set apart for promoting the de- inferior example, and discordant

velopment of the different orders of oppressive social arrangements ; and

mediums, he had recourse to the that the nature, and indwelling in .

congenial aids of every description of ternal spontaneous forces of the im .

known harmony and music , in order mortal human spirit, are in essence

to secure the best conditions, facili . as pure and perfect, as the fragrance

tate the operations , and enhance and and form of the fairest flowers - as

render effectual the Divine results. the infinite fountain from which the

The reverential adoration excited in eternal streams of immortality flow .

the minds of the Israelites towards The perfect development— the united

the invisible one only true GOD of powerful prosperous fellowship, and
the universe — their undeveloped permanent happiness of the people,

mental condition, and deficient know. were, therefore , the great objects to

ledge of psycodonamy - of the higher which Moses directed his varied

powers, developments, and spiritual powers and mighty energies. On

energies of man-led them to con- these objects Moses concentrated his

ceive and judge, of the brilliant intel- unswerving determinations; to the

lectual displays - the grand vivid de- accomplishmentofthese grand objects

scriptions—the special mental illu- he directed all his unutterable love

minations -- the powerfuland benevo. of truth - lively attention, courage,

lent proclamations, for protecting fortitude, patience, calmness, and all

human rights and liberties — the fre- his powers of knowledge, wisdom ,

quent communications of the exuber- goodness, and hope — all his indomi.

ant vital fluids, to tranquilize, restore, table perseverance, and bright burn

repair and sustain the deranged and ing affection for human nature. Mo

deficient vitality of the susceptible ses had thus , to cultivate , train and

sick, and suffering among the people develop his people ,and prepare and

-and of all the operations of Moses fit them for becoming proper mem

and his particular mediums, as mys- bers of an equitably organized social

terious and supernatural, as being community. And in harmony with

produced by the direct inspiration the universal laws of benevolence

and agency of the Supreme Being- and good-will - in harmony with the

Whothey believed alsohad communi. unchangeable laws of the immortal

cated the ten commandments upon human spirit, the beautiful attractive

the mount. The physical, social, and character and powerful influence of

intellectualmeans, arrangements, re- Moses, produced corresponding cha

gulations, rites and ceremonies which racteristics and influences in the

Moses and his coadjutors, instituted community over which he ruled .

and established among the people, Moses clearly comprehended — the

for the reduction of the Divine laws glorious Gospel of the spiritual uni.

into practice, had to be adapted to verse — that immortal humanity is far

the undeveloped mental condition of more precious, exceedingly more im

the semi-idolatrously inclined multi- portant, and greater and grander,

tudes over whom they presided. Mo- than every physical system in exis
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1

.tence. When any immortal human and substantial sacrifices necessary.

spirit - like the spirit of Moses Moses in his grand and glorious

-is enlightened , and opened up to path of truth -feeling - truth -seeing

receive, clear full views of the incom - truth -knowing – truth -loving integ

parable importance, and grandeur of rity, exercised all his physical, intel

Divine-humanity - of the sublime lectual, moral and spiritual faculties

conditions and processes , of the de- and powers, to procure communica

velopment of the physical organizations from the progressed intelli

tionof man-of the resulting enlarge- gences of the spirit spheres- to bring

ment, powerand distinct individuality the people into the fraternal relations

of his eternally progressing spirit, of harmonious unity, and perfect

then, the inadequacy of every human brotherhood ; and to cultivate, train
language to represent or describe the and develop them for the duties and

trancendant magnificence of the sub- enjoyments of time and eternity.

ject, is completely realized . The And Moses finding, the great neces

fundamental principles - the marked sity which existed for the possession

contrast and distinction of the mo- of a suitable place for meeting with

ral and spiritual sciences, and of the his developed mediums, to receive

secular institutions introduced and Divine communications from the

established by Moses among the Is. spirit spheres , he resolved upon con .

raelites - which were derived from structing a beautiful Tabernacle for

the spirit spheres, and produced and the purpose; and knowing that the

enforced by his superior knowledge, Israelites, from their long sojourn in
wisdom and powerful personal influ- the land of Egypt, had extensively

ence-consist in recognizing the one imbibed the idolatrous sciences and

only true GOD of the universe, as views of the people of that land , and

their supreme lawgiver, and constant with a view to reclaim them from

protector- -consist, in short, in the those degrading theories and prac

recognition of supreme love to GOD , tices he appealed to their liberality

and subordinate love to man , as the subjected their selfishness - united

foundation of all human duty . These their aims, and indulged them with a

grand distinct, spirit -unfolding prin- Temple , and a system of sacrifices

ciples , formed the most marked con- and offerings — the former exceeding

trast to all the sciences and institu- in splendor , and the latter bearing

tions upon the earth , and supplied some remote external resemblance to

the peoples'perpetual inspiration to those which prevailedin Egypt. The

the reverential adoration of GOD - construction of the Tabernacle ,which

to active exertion — to united effort, occupied a considerable period of

and perfect fellowship - to benevo- time (upwardsof nine months ) called

lence, socialkindness and liberality. I forth the united efforts — the venera.

But though Moses and his coadjutors, tion — the hope — the benevolence ,and

through the influence of the Divine the intellectual ingenuity and activity

communications which they were of the people . The lively liberality

constantly receiving from the spirit with which they contributed their

spheres , succeeded to impress the means, and the devoted zeal with

people with proper conceptions of the which they exerted their ingenuity

one only true GOD of the universe ; to rear up and adorn the Tabernacle ,

yet their semi-idolatrously inclined display the indomitable energy of the

dispositions , which inclinations and moral sentiments,and the irresistible

dispositions they had acquired in power of the spiritual aspirations of

Egypt, and their general undeveloped immortal humanity, when they are

mental condition, rendered the intro awakened in a united people to haj'.

duction among them , of many ex- monious action . The construction

ternal rites ,ceremonies ,observances, and direction of the Tabernacle, fur
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nished the much -required and neces of their spirit wills, formed connect

sary accommodation, for Moses and ing links, composed of the infinite

his developed classified mediums- spirit-essence of the universe, for the

for holding their stated conventions communications of the eternal reali .

and meetings — for the purpose of ties of the spirit spheres. On these

communing with their spirit friends; solemn occasions the spirit-seeing

and a place of safe -keeping — a secure mediums when entranced , could per

depository-for all the collected re- ceive around the assembled spirits,

cords of the Divine testimonies and and the Tabernacle_SPHERES of

communications which they had re- beautiful radiance - Globesofglorious

ceived from time to time from the light - of brightshiningilluminations

spirit spheres ; and also a favorable more brilliant than the brightest

opportunity for the solemn inaugura- sunny clouds, and far more sublime

tion of the Mosaic system of regular and refulgent than any human lan

sanitary rules, external rites , cere- guage can describe; and the report.

monies, and sacrificial offerings. On ing and recording of these spirit

the stated occasions when Moses and cheering manifestations, produced

his developed classified mediums the general impression among the

convened in the Tabernacle, to com- Israelites, that they were in reality

mune with and receive communica- the specially favored people of the

tions from the Divine messengers one only true GOD of the universe .

commissioned from the spirit spheres, The internal attractions and affi .

to instruct them as far as they were nities of man's developed immortal

susceptible of being instructed by spirit, seek and desire contact and

their previous mental culture and communion with corresponding at.

development,-their voluntary truth- tractions and affinities. The deve

loving unutterable aspirations and loped immortal human spirit, de.

desires, to discover and know the mands and requires nourishment,

best possible means and conditions and support from all congenial

for promoting the physical and spiri. sources ; and this demand is supplied

tual welfare of mankind, attracted with inflowing inspirations, and Di.

and drew towards them kindred and vine illuminations from the spirit

congenial beings from every spirit spheres. Every man in harmony

sphere, to inspire and impress them with the physical and spiritual uni.

with the knowledge of truth ; to the verse - inharmony with theuniversal

extent that they were capable of re- essences of invisible causation - who

ceiving it. Moses and his mediums is perfectly balanced between the

on these occasions, were filled with external,and the internal attractions

the Divine love of truth and huma- concentrated in his dual existence,

nity, which dissipated all fear, and and composing his composite being

opened up to their spirits the im . -is, or may become a medium for

mense fields of knowledge; and that spirit intercourse,ifdeveloped forthe

enabled them to live a new life. In purpose in conformity with the un

this situation they were quiescent, changeable psycologic laws of psyco

and passive to their guiding instruc - donamy. The brightbeautifulbeam

tors. And these spiritual intelligences ings of spiritual light – bursting

„who were in harmony with the un- through the crust of ordinary physi

changeable spirit laws attracted to cal existence - opening up new pas

wards them, in compliance with their sages from , and to every spirit sphere

beautiful exalted desires for promot- -the glorious truths of man's pro

ing the highest good of humanity - gressive development - immortal ex

sustained positive relations towards istence, and perpetual improvement

them while thus assembled in the havepreserved, and recovered when

Tabernacle; and through the potency I lost, the precious knowledge, that
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the highest progressed spirits can these primary sources. The primary

direct their WILL-POWER, and per- and secondary deities of polytheism ,

sonal influence, upon congenial in- were believed by their devotees, to

termediate spirit mediums — enabling require and receive sacrifices and

them to carry their Divine messages special offerings of meats, drinks, and

to congenial immortal spirits in the fragrant flavors ; and these were

physical form upon the earth , and cheerfully given , for the purpose of

cause them to feel — to speak - to acknowledging past prosperity and

write_to see- to hear, and to pub- success , and for purchasing and pro

lish whatever is desired , and desi- curing a continuance of them in the

rable for human improvement. When future. These imaginary deities were

the highestprogressed spirits in the thus believed to eat, drink, inhale,

highest spheres direct their will. and smell the profuse gifts and

power and desire to impart their offerings which their devotees pre

out-flowing knowledge of Divine sented to them . Such gross concep.

truths to the human race , a regular tions and views of the undeveloped

chain is thus formed of congenial human mind, formed the foundation

intermediate spirit mediums to each , of all the ancient sciences and prac

and communicate with congenial de- tices of sacrificial offerings. And yet

veloped men upon the earth . The these idolatrous sciences and prac

cordial recognition and reception of tices,springing from the uncultivated

these eternal truths which fully condition of humanity, werenotmore

explicate the secrets and sciences of gross and spirit-degrading, than were,

all the Divine inspiration of the past and are theblasphemousconceptions,

-of all the Divine revelations of entertained by multitudes of the in

former ages
- will certainly crush babitants , of countries calling them

superstition into oblivion , and silence selves the most civilized and learned ,

for ever, every description of dogs in the present age, of the one only

matism . Here is the golden key unchangeableGODof the universe

which unlocks the mysteries of former than were and are the atheistical and

ages, of man's history upon the beau- blasphemous conceptions ofthose who

tiful productive earth , the rightful view the one only GOD of love and
inheritance of all the human race . light, as merely the Almighty uncon

The Israelites had not only imbibed scious force of nature - the sublime

a firm hold of, and acquired an exten- sovereign potentate — the inexorable

sive acquaintance and familiarity with monarch seated on his regal throne,

the idolatrous sciences , sacrifices, / divided into three incomprehensible

rites and ceremonies of the Egyptians, infinite personalities– dealing outso

but they were always idolatrously af- much justice and mercy in former
fected in the same way , and surroun- ages for so much suffering and agony

ded on every hand with similar views --selecting tens to everlasting favor,

and practices — which views and prac- and rejecting thousands of his sub

tices were founded upon the errone- jects to unutterable eternal woe

ous conceptions of the undeveloped requiring constantly to be praised,

human mind --upon the gross poly- flattered , and propitiated , and who

theism which conceived that distinct must be sought, found, approached ,

separate deities presided over the and appealed to, on behalf of the

mineral — the vegetable – the ani. human race, by a regular succession

mal, and the mental departments of ofcollege-manufactured ,self-appoint
the universe - which primary deities ed , saints and ecclesiastics : who have

were supposed to have other subor- never yet attempted to reduce the ten

dinate ones under them, who pro commandments to practice - who

duced all the visible different classes have never yet endeavored to answer

ofelements,objects, and beings from the following deeply interesting

-
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questions of humanity :-Namely, - | rance, to the brilliant day of unita ry

HOW and by what means, shall all physical and spiritual knowledge .
human wars and discords be finally From this high position , the deve.

terminated : loped among them were enabled to

How and by what means, shall the scan the fabulous, confused idolatries

physical, intellectual, moral and around them , and to compare them

spiritual nature and character of with the sublime unitary realities of
mankind, be improved , purified from infinite existence--which disown all

ignorance, elevated from superstition, suppositional supernatural causes,
and fully developed by the knowledge and which perceive the harmonious
of truth ? unchangeable operations of the phy

How and by what means, shall sical and spiritual universe — all of

mankind be taught, to produce and which the immortal human spirit

equitably distribute, a superfluity of can recognize, not by blind passive

all necessary, useful, enjoyable belief, but by the real perception of

wealth ? the knowledge of truth as displayed

How and by what means, shall in every sphere of existence ; and in

mankind be instructed , united , and the beautiful scenery—the sublime

induced, to adopt social arrangements grandeur - and luxuriant splendor

which shall wisely recognize the spread out on the Divinely -adapted

supreme duty of caring for every earth, when thus seen and contem

child that shall be born , from before plated with new faculties.

birth to his physical dissolution ? Though the Israelites were re .

How and by what means, shall quired by the Divine laws of the ten

mankind be cultivated, trained and commandments , to recognize the one

developed, to interpret the physical unchangeable GOD of the universe,
and spiritual manifestations of the as the only object of their supreme

universe, in harmony with the immu- love and adoration-as the only solid

table eternal laws , of the one only foundation of all their confidence and

true GOD ? hope for time and eternity - and to

As already observed, the Israelites cherish and exercise subordinate

were strongly attached to , and exten- love to man- ( to be measured and

sively familiar with , the idolatrous regulated by every man's self-love ) -

sciences and practices, which pri- and to abstain from all the prohibi.

vately prevailed among themselves , tions, and cheerfully comply with all

that predominated in Egypt_and the requirements ofthe Divinelaws;

which surrounded them on every they were permitted , and commanded,

wherever they went to , or in consequence of theirundeveloped

could go to . In this cheerless wil- mental and social condition,and their

derness of hopeless idolatry,- semi-idolatrous predilections, to make

which failed to harmonize the physi. sacrifices, and conform to several out

cal and spiritual manifestations of ward external rites and ceremonies,
human existence with the immutable bearing some remote resemblance to

eternal laws of GOD—which failed the idolatrous sciences and practices

to deliver mankind from self-igno- with which they were formerly fa

rance , discord,poverty ,disease , crime, miliar , and constantly surrounded.

slavery and suffering - bloomed The Israelites were, however, distin

fresh from the spirit spheres , the guished from their idolatrous neigh

fragrant eternal flowers, of the ever- bors on every hand, not only with re

lasting morality of the ten command spect to the object of their supreme
ments ; and the Israelites were thus love and adoration , but alső with re .

in a transition state - passing from gard to the fact that they were im

darkness to glorious light- merging peratively commanded and absolutely
from the sable night of self-igno. I required , to sacrifice, and immolate

hand ;
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the very same class ofanimals which ners of the people in those former

they had formerly learned in Egypt ages ; and by critically investigating

to adore on account of their great the existing fragments of their early

physical support and usefulness . The records ; and by carefully comparing

ox , the sheep, and the goat were to the meaning of their whole scope and

be sacrificed , immolated and reduced connection . The proper mode of

by fire to their original inorganic ele- conducting this investigation, must,

ments , upon the altars of burnt offer therefore, be , first to ascertain the

ings, to teach the people, among other real original design - the actual ob

things, that these animals came into jects and import of the sacrifices

organic existence in obedience to the offered by the Jewish Patriarchs be

Divine laws of the one only true GOD | fore the time of Moses, and of those

of the universe. While their weak- offered under the Mosaic law ; and

ness was thus indulged so far, the then the original meaning attached

most powerful of all remedies were to those rites, observances and sub

thus stringently applied to their jects, as well as the perverted infe

deep -grounded idolatrous maladies. rences, and false conclusions drawn

The strong devotional feelings of the from them, in later times, will be

people, their aptitude to relapse back more easily comprehended . Neither

into their former idolatrous prac- the Jewish Patriarchs before the

tices, and their active desires to have Mosaic law, nor the Israelites under

private altars whereon to offer sacri- the law of Moses, ever conceived

fices according to their own secret themselves while offering the custo

inclinations and false views, display mary or enjoined sacrifices,as exhibit

to advantage the wisdom which guided ing a type or emblem of any future

and ipstructed Moses to enact the im- sacrifice . There is not one sentence

perative regulations which required recorded in the fragmentary histories

that all sacrifices were to be made of the early Divine communications,

and offered by the people at the pub- respecting the early sacrificial rites,

lic Tabernacle; and the Tabernacle which contain any reference to a fu

was therefore the only place where ture - or expressive of a faith in a

sacrifices were allowed to be made final sacrifice. Moses , the receiver

and offered by the people of Israel. and propounder of the Divine laws

The Tabernacle, whichwas upwards to the Israelites, never once referred

of forty -five feet long, fifteen feet i to the necessity of connecting the

broad and fifteen feet high, richly sacrificial offerings which he so par

displayed the zealous generosity of ticularly pointed out, and carefully

the people ; and they believed it to organized among them , with a faith

be the only place where the one only or a belief in a more perfect future

true GOD of the universe - Who had sacrifice. The design of the sacri .

given the ten commandments to ficial offerings commanded and sanc

Moses on the mount - would condes- tioned by the Mosaic law, utterly re

cend to visit, to hold communion , pudiated, and powerfully besieged

with their temporal deliverer and his theabhorable - blasphemous - spirit
assistants. debasing views, of supposing the

The science of the sacrificial rites offering of sacrifices to be capable of

-the original objects, purposes and canceling the guilt and consequences

import ofthe patriarchal, the Mosaic of men's wrong-doings. The Mosaic

and subsequent sacrificial offerings, law never enjoined nor allowed sac .

can only be clearly comprehended by rifices to be offered for moral crimes

the generality of mankind after mak . -for the violation of the positive in.

ing themselves more or less acquaint- junctions and prohibitions of the ten

ed with the mental condition, the commandments ; and the developed

social customs, the morals and man . I intelligent Israelites never conceived
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that their offering sacrifices could | life were organized and derived, in

purchase exemption from the inevi- harmony with the constantoperations

table consequences ofcriminalactions. of the fixed laws of GOD-to prevent

The sacrificing and offering of allthe the external material attractions of

produce, that all mankind ever pro- human nature, from completely ab

duced or possessed upon the earth, sorbing and drawing men away from

or of all the physical systems in the their interior spiritual attractions

universe - could not alter, recall or to maintain and preserve the proper

cancel one criminal human action- balance of being, between the physi

or prevent or remove the inevitable cal and spiritual spheres of human

consequences resulting from actions existence to produce and secure the

opposed to the Divine moral laws , necessary conditions, on the stated

the ruinous effects flowing from the occasions for receiving communica

passive voluntary abuse of man's tions from the spirit spheres to ex

powers and faculties. All the sacri- press devoutfeelings ofunswervingde

fices in the universe could not, and pendence upon -- ofthe liveliest grati.

cannot supply to the immortalhuman tude to - of the firmest trust, confi

spirit, the health and the happiness dence and hope in the unchangeable

which must arise alone from perfect power, wisdom and goodness, of the

obedience to the unchangeable laws one only true GOD of theuniverse-to

of GOD. Sacrifices were not insti. manifest sincere homage to Him, the

tuted or required to change or alter Supreme Giver - to acknowledge His

the eternal laws of human action, never-failing beneficence - to demon

but simply to furnish the physical strate to surrounding idolators their

means necessary for the cultivation, deep sense of thankfulness to the one

training ,and development of huma- only true GOD for all theirvaried pro

nity, The original design, and pri- sperity and produce — for all Hismani.

mary objects, ofthe earlypatriarchal fold bounties and blessings ; and tofix
sacrifices and offerings, were to in every mind the importantidea, that

counteract the insiduous influences the body and the immortal spirt re

of the surrounding idolatroussciences quire to be cultivated and developed

and practices -- to stimulate and pre- together, by righteous personal con

serve personal and social activity – duct - combining supreme love to

to teach mankind thatphysical bene. GOD , and perfect benevolence to

fits were not the only ones which mankind. To cultivate and develop

they required -to promote and en- these physical virtues, moral senti.

courage generous liberality and bene- ments, and spiritualaspirations, were

volence - to inculcate the knowledge the original meaningful designs, and

of the truth , that from the invisible primary objects of the early patri.

elements of the universe all the archal sacrificial offerings.

necessaries and comforts of physical
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